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Mutable genes in maize are associated with variegated phenotypes 
often seen in the aleurone tissue of the endosperm. From detailed 
studies of such variegation, controlling element systems have been 
uncovered (McClintock, 1951; Peterson, 1961). The components of a 
system interact to control the expression of gene activity. 
Mutable systems are unique in that they include transposable 
elements which are positioned at random in the genome. Two types of 
elements are known: those that influence locus expression by their 
presence at the site of a gene and those that trigger changes in the 
controlled locus. The first is identified as a receptor and the 
second, as a regulatory element. Together, the elements form a system. 
Variegation results from initial suppression or partial impairment 
of gene activity, followed by removal (transposition) of the receptor 
element (such as Ds and ^ ) from the locus. The locus is thus 
freed from suppression. Transposition is triggered by the action of 
the regulatory element such as (Dt, Ac and En) located elsewhere in the 
genome. Alternatively, the regulatory element can function autonomously 
(inseparable from the locus) as a one unit system. 
The striking, variegated aleurone phenotype of a maize population 
grown by the Cuna indians in northwestern Colombia, raises three 
questions: 1) What is the genetic basis for the variegation?, 2) Is 
it determined by a system similar to controlling element systems? 3) 
If so, are the elements responsible, like those associated with systems 
already known or do they represent a new system? This study has 
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been designed to answer these questions. In addition, experiments were 
conducted to detect the presence of ^  and Dt in the Cuna tribal 
maize population. A new allele that originated during the study 
is also described. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Variegation associated with mutable loci has been most extensively 
studied in maize and frequently is expressed with genes involved in 
the biosynthesis of anthocyanin. A brief review, therefore, of the 
genetics of anthocyanin production in the aleurone layer of the maize 
endosperm is appropriate. 
The dominant alleles of the complementary genes A, C^, C2 
and R must be present for the expression of anthocyanin pigmentation in 
the aleurone tissue of maize. In addition to these major alleles 
there are other factors that influence anthocyanin expression. One of 
the alleles at the locus, the dominant allele C-I, suppresses the 
appearance of anthocyanin in the aleurone (Emerson et al., 1935; 
Briggs, 1965; Neuffer et al., 1968). There is also a diffuse factor 
(C2-Idf) which prevents pigment synthesis in all plant tissues even in 
single dose (Greenblatt, 1975a, 1975b). Further, no recombinants were 
obtained between C2-Idf and C2. 
Other genes such as bz2 and ££ influence the intensity and 
qualitative nature of the pigmentation in tissues with genotypes with 
the potential for pigment production. For a pictorial description of 
their effects, Neuffer et al., "The Mutants of Maize" (1968) is an 
excellent source. 
On the basis of pressing together paired pieces of developing 
aleurone tissue containing the recessive alleles associated with blocks 
in anthocyanin synthesis, the sequential gene order for the biosynthesis 
of aleurone was tentatively established by Reddy and Coe (1962). They 
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proposed a gene action sequence for the metabolic pathway of antho-
cyanin synthesis in the aleurone as follows: C-I-C-C2-R-In-A-A2-
Anthocyanin. 
The R Locus in Maize 
The gene R was originally identified as a dominant gene needed 
for pigment synthesis by East and Hayes (1911). Four major types of 
R alleles are recognized (Emerson, 1921; Emerson et al., 1935; 
Stadler, 1941): R-r - colored aleurone, colored plant; R-g - colored 
aleurone, green plant; r-r - colorless aleurone, colored plant and r-g 
- colorless aleurone, green plant. However, these four types of R 
alleles cannot be considered as single, distinct alleles but as groups 
of alleles (Stadler, 1946), since the alleles within a group vary in 
their determination of the level of expression and the tissue distribu­
tion of pigmentation (Stadler and Fogel, 1943, 1945; Stadler, 1946, 
1951a). 
Spontaneous mutation of alleles of the R-r group affect aleurone 
and plant color expression independently. Thus, R-r mutates regularly 
to R-g and r-r but rarely to r-g (Stadler, 1946; Emmerling, 1958). 
Stadler (1946) found that R-r: Colombia mutated spontaneously to r-r 
-4 -4 
and R-g with a frequency of 6.2 x 10 and 3.0 x 10 , respectively; 
but mutations to r-g were very rare. 
Stadler (1951a, 1951b) considered two alternative hypotheses to 
explain mutations of R-r which affect aleurone and plant color inde­
pendently. Under the first hypothesis, R—r consisted of two independent 
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components: the seed pigmenting determiner and the plant 
pigmenting determiner. Under the second hypothesis, R-r was considered 
as a single unit or a complex functioning as a unit. Under the first 
hypothesis, the mutation rate of colored to colorless aleurone was 
expected to be the same for R-r and R-g. For the second hypothesis, 
the effect of the mutation of R-r to R-g on the subsequent mutation 
rate of the latter could not be predicted. Since Stadler (1946) found 
that seed color mutations were 10 times more frequent from R-r than 
from R-g in certain R-r/R-g heterozygotes, Stadler (1951a, 1951b) 
concluded that "there may be structurally distinct genie elements deter­
mining seed color and plant color action, but if so they are apparently 
parts of a functional complex". 
Stadler and Nuffer (1953) demonstrated that the pigment determiners 
2 and 2 were physically separable by unequal crossing over and suggested 
that they were synaptically homologous. Based on this observation, the 
problem of whether ^  and ]P are independent genie elements or parts of 
a functional complex, was further considered by Stadler and Emmerling 
(1954). They suggested that mutant R-g's, which exhibited a lowered 
mutation rate than R-r in some R-r/R-g heterozygotes, were of constitu­
tion (- ^ ) rather than (^ ^). With (- ^ ), only one of the two possible 
unequal pairings leads to seed color mutants, whereas with (^ ^) both 
unequal pairings can produce colorless aleurone mutants. 
Dooner and Kermicle (1971, 1974) established that the aleurone 
pigmenting gene (^) and the plant pigmenting gene (2) in the R-r 
allele, are members of a tandem duplication consisting of two 
homologously equal segments, one carrying (^) and the other (^). The 
position of the genes (2) and (^) in the duplication was determined 
from the ratio of r-r to R-g cross over strands obtained from R-r/R-r 
individuals testcrossed with r-g/r-g plants (Dooner and Kermicle, 1971). 
Cross overs proximal to (2) and (S), following displaced pairing, result 
in R-g alleles whereas r-r alleles are obtained from d'stal exchanges 
(see Figure 1). 
The relative lengths of the duplicated segment, that lie distal 
and proximal to the anthocyanin markers (2) and (^), were obtained 
from the ratio r-r:R-g cross over strands derived from R-r/R-r indi­
viduals (Dooner and Kermicle, 1971). The ratio of 16:1 (r-r:R-g) in­
dicated that the length of the segment distal to (2) and (S), in the 
R-r allele, is 16 times that of the proximal segment (Figure 1). 
In a more recent study, the four possible r-r/R-g heterozygotes: 
2/^, 2^2 2 and 2 e/ * 2 were tested for their capacity to yield 
R-r (2^) derivatives (Dooner and Kermicle, 1974). No reconstituted 
R-r alleles were obtained from the 2/^ heterozygote, a result expected 
if 2 and ^  occupy corresponding positions in homologous chromosome 
segments. But, from both heterozygotes 2 sud 2/£ A' derivatives 
were obtained as cross over strands with the latter producing 10 times 
as many as the former. This ratio indicates that the portion of the 
segment distal to the anthocyanin marker (either 2 or S^) is 10 times 
longer than the proximal portion of the segment and is considered by 
the authors (Dooner and Kermicle, 1974) as a more accurate estimate 
than their previous 16;1 ratio. 
Rca ( - S) 
•r-r (P - ) 
.16 .16 
2 
Figure 1. Dlagramatlc representation of displaced chromosome pairing between (^) and (^) In 
R-r homozygotes Indicating the cross over events leading to R-g (- S) and r-r (P - ) 
cross over strands, and the genetic length of the members of the duplication. 
Adapted from Dooner and Kermlcle (1971). 
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The highest frequency of R-r reconstitution was obtained from the 
2 2/2 §. heterozygote since both direct pairing as well as one of the 
2 displaced types of pairing can potentially produce R-r derivatives. 
Further, based on the frequency of R-r reconstitution from 2 and 
2/2 ^  heterozygotes, the genetic length of each element of the dupli­
cation was estimated as 0.16 map units (Dooner and Kermicle, 1974). 
Some alleles at the R locus in maize may be very complex. Sarkar 
et al.,(1975) and Sastry (1970) found that the R-ch allele consists of 
a number of closely linked but genetically separable, discrete genetic 
units, _S, 2, and Ch, each controlling anthocyanin pigmentation in 
a plant part or tissue. Thus, pigmentation is conditioned by ^ in the 
aleurone, 2 in anthers. Si in silks and Ch in pericarp. In addition 
to these, Sarkar et al.,(1975) showed that pigmentation in glume (Glm), 
auricle (Au), leaf margin (Lm), nodal ring (Nr) and coleoptile (Co) 
were determined by independent, separable discrete genetic units and 
suggested that the cluster of genetic units were independent but closely 
linked genes carrying out the same function with different times of 
action. 
The R locus, however, is not the only locus in maize with separable, 
synaptically homologous genetic units having similar, but not identical, 
functions. Laughnan (1949, 1952) demonstrated by recombination experi­
ments using flanking markers that A-b, an allele at the A locus 
(Emerson and Anderson, 1932), consisted of two separable components: 
alpha and beta, which represented a duplication based on their 
synaptic homology. The dilute aleurone mutants obtained from A-b 
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following crossing over were explained as having the alpha but lacking 
the beta component of the duplication (Laughnan, 1952). 
The Ac-Ds System 
The Ac-Ds system was discovered among the progeny of about 
450 self-pollinated plants (McClintock, 1950a, 1967). When these 
plants commenced their development the short arm of chromosome 9 
was undergoing the bridge-breakage-fusion (B-B-F) cycle described 
previously by McClintock (1939, 1941, 1942). About 40 different 
mutable loci were recovered (McClintock, 1950a) many of which were 
not located in the short arm of chromosome 9 - the chromosome 
undergoing the B-B-F cycle. A number of these altered genes were 
identified either with chloroplast development or with chlorophyll 
synthesis resulting in phenotypically variegated seedlings. 
Among the progeny of these 450 self-pollinated plants, one 
had a short arm of chromosome 9 with a specific position that was 
the site of chromosome breaks in somatic cells. This chromosome 
position was designated as the Ds (Dissociation) locus and the 
consequences of events initiated by breaks at ^  lead to the fusion 
of sister chromatid ends producing dicentric chromatid, during the 
subsequent anaphse, accompanied by an acentric fragment. The 
acentric fragment consists of the two sister chromatid segments from 
the ^  locus to the end of the short arm. Breakage of the dicentric 
chromatid bridge produces freshly broken ends and perpetuates the 
B-B-F cycle. 
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Additional Ds-associated aberrations described by McClintock 
(1950b) included: 1) the deletion of chromatid segments adjacent 
to ^  usually with simultaneous loss of ^  activity, 2) the loss of 
Ds activity without visible alteration of the chromosome, 3) 
reciprocal translocations involving chromosome 9 in which the break 
point was at the site of ^  and 4) the transposition of Ds activity 
from one place to another in the chromosome complement with or with­
out associated gross chromosomal rearrangements. These Ds^events were 
interpreted by McClintock (1950b) as a result of one primary event: 
the Ds locus becomes sticky at a certain time and with a certain 
characteristic frequency during plant development. In addition, 
alterations at the Ds locus resulted in precise changes in the relative 
frequencies of occurrence in future cell generation of the Ds-
associated events. These changes in the behavior pattern of Ds^were 
called changes in state of Ds (McClintock, 1950b). 
On the basis of linkage tests in her initial discovery, McClintock 
(1951) determined that the position of Ds was at a site distal to the 
waxy (wx) locus on the short arm of chromosome 9; this has been called 
the standard location. In further experiments, however, Ds appeared 
at more than 20 new positions on the short arm of chromosome 9 and in 
other chromosomes in the genome. Within the short arm of chromosome 9, 
transposition of ^  activity to a different position could be followed 
by the pattern of losses of several marker genes (^, Wx) after 
a Ds-associated break which lead to the initiation of the B-B-F cycle 
(McClintock, 1951). 
According to McClintock*s original studies, the variegated kernels 
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showed a pattern of loss of activity consisting of colorless areas on 
a colored background, resulting from losses of the chromosome segment 
carrying the marker. In one particular testcross, an exceptional 
kernel was recovered that helped to elucidate how mutable loci can 
arise. This exceptional kernel had the reverse pattern: colored spots 
(£ activity) on a colorless background. Ds was found by linkage tests 
to be located at or close to the locus and the chromosome that con­
tained Ds at this new position appeared morphologically normal. 
McClintock (1949, 1950a, 1951) attributed the instability at the 
locus to the behavior of Ds. Thus, the mutability of this new allele, 
designated c-m-1, was interpreted as resulting from the insertion of 
Ds at or near the C locus with concomitant inhibition of C expression. 
Removal of Ds, then, restored C activity. 
McClintock (1951) reported that the events associated with Ds 
depended upon the presence of a second element designated Ac (Activator) 
located in any position in the genome. In the absence of Ac, the 
phenotype of c-m-1 was colorless and no chromosomal breaks occurred 
at the site of ^  (Ds was completely stable). In the presence of Ac, 
however, _c to jC mutations of c-m-1 occurred, as well as Ds-associated 
chromosome breaks. Whether or not chromosomal breaks occurred depended 
on the state of ^  (McClintock, 1956a, 1965a). When the c-m-1 allele 
was originally isolated, the state of ^  was one that conditioned many 
chromosomal breaks at this locus. Subsequently and in response to Ac, 
changes in the state of Ds occurred which showed few or no chromosomal 
breaks (McClintock, 1951). 
The particular pattern of gene expression, which depends on the 
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timing and frequency of the mutational events, was determined by the 
state of A£_ and Ds and any changes in state was solely under the control 
of ^  (McClintock, 1965a). 
That ^  by itself can initiate control of gene activity was 
reported by McClintock (1956a, 1956b, 1962, 1965a). The mutable 
alleles bz-m-2, at the locus and wx-m-7 and wx-m-9, at the vra locus, 
arose by the insertion of at or close to the respective loci 
(McClintock, 1962). From the bz-m-2 allele, germinal derivatives were 
obtained most of which expressed either a null level or a "high" level 
of gene action at the bronze locus. Further analysis of the null 
derivatives rev.ealed that there were two types of behavior with respect 
to those that were stable and non-mutating in the presence of Ac, 
and those that mutated to higher levels of gene expression when ^  
was introduced by crosses with Ac-containing stocks. 
The disposition of ^  among those derivatives from bz-m-2 that no 
longer responded to ^  (McClintock, 1962) varied. Some did not contain 
Ac, others had A^ present near the Bz locus on the short arm of 
chromosome 9 or away from the locus in various positions and still 
others contained Ac^ in chromosomes other than 9. The origin of bz-m-2 
derivatives that lacked Ac but were known to respond to it, was a clear 
demonstration that a two-element system had arisen from a previously 
autonomous allele, whose mutability had been associated exclusively with 
the presence of Ac_ at or close to the hz^ locus. The change from an 
autonomous (one-element) control by ^  to a Ds-Ac two-element control 
system was also demonstrated with the wx-m-9 allele (McClintock, 1963). 
McClintock (1965a) postulated that this change from an ^  to a 
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Ds-Ac type of control could have arisen from the substitution of a Ds 
element for the ^  element at the controlled locus, or the ^  element 
may have been a compound Ac Ds, or the Ds element originated through 
a modification of the Ac element. 
McClintock (1964, 1965a) demonstrated that ^  could undergo 
cyclical changes in phase from active to inactive and back to active. 
When the autonomous allele wx-m-7 was originally isolated, Ac 
frequently transposed away from the waxy locus and most of the time 
resulted in the return of % gene to its standard level of activity 
(McClintock, 1965a). From this position at the TO locus, ^  also 
affected the expected types of response of the Ds element in the tested 
cases where Ds resided at other gene loci. McClintock (1964) 
described instances in which Ac could not cause a response from the 
a-m-3 allele nor could it mediate its own transposition from the wx 
locus. Mutations from this inactive state occasionally occurred that 
restored ^  to its original activity, expressed as kernel sectors 
showing mutability of the wx-m-7 and the a-m-3 alleles. 
A dosage effect of ^  was demonstrated by McClintock (1951). 
The more _^'s present the later the response of D£ and transpositions 
of ^  itself. An inactive Ac, however, did not contribute to dosage 
effects nor could it be activated by an active ^  (McClintock, 1964). 
The En-I System 
The En-I controlling element system was isolated during studies of 
a pale green mutable allele that arose In com exposed to irradiation of 
the Bikini atom bomb test (Peterson, 1953, 1960). 
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Two distinct seedling phenotypes were associated with the pale 
green complex: the stable type (pg-s), uniformly pale green except 
for occasional sectors of green stripes, and the variegated type 
(pg-m), with numerous green stripes on a pale green background. 
Analysis of Fg progenies derived from crosses of original plants 
segregating pale stable and pale mutable by various inbreds, revealed 
the presence of an independently segregating element designated ^  
(Peterson, 1953) which was responsible for the instability at the p* 
locus. In the absence of ^  (Enhancer) the pg-s allele was essentially 
stable, the seedlings showing only rare green stripes. In the presence 
of En variegation occurred with each green stripe manifesting a muta­
tional event from gg. to Pg. 
En was located at the 22.locus (autonomous control - pg En) or 
elsewhere in the chromosome complement (2-unit type of control). On 
the basis of these observations, it was hypothesized that the pale green 
phenotype associated with the two-unit type of mutability control, was 
the result of the suppression of Pg^ activity by an inhibitor (I) 
element at the locus (Pg I = pg-s). Each green stripe on a pale green 
background, i.e. the mutation of 22. Co Pg^, indicated an En-mediated 
inactivation or removal of JC which restored Pg activity (Peterson, 1953, 
1960). It was also demonstrated that independent ^  originated by the 
transposition of this element away from the 2S. locus (Peterson, 1960). 
Peterson (1958) showed that temperature affected the mutation rate 
of the pg-m allele. At 28°C plants exhibited a greater mutation rate 
than at 16°C and the mutability was higher in younger than older leaves. 
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Among outcrosses of plants carrying pg-m a new mutable phenotype 
appeared. This represented a new autonomous mutable allele that was 
designated pg-mo and was allelic to (Peterson, 1960)- The pheno-
typic expression of this new allele consisted of green stripes that 
were heavy and indistinctly outlined on a pale green background, in 
contrast to the distinct, straight-line stripes characteristic of pg-m. 
In pg-m/pg-mo heterozygotes only the mutant green stripes associated 
with pg-m were observed while pg-s/pg-mo were stable pale green, 
indicating that the pg-mo expression was inhibited by both pg-s and 
pg-m. It was found that Ea also prevented the expression of the pg-mo 
allele (Peterson, 1960). 
From a pale green mutable stock, a mutable a allele designated a-m 
was isolated (Peterson, 1957, 1961). The control of mutability of 
a-m was shown to reside at the locus (autonomous control) and was 
mediated by En, since it caused to Pg mutations of the pg-s allele. 
Because a-m originated from an A allele and ^  was found at the locus, 
Peterson (1961) hypothesized that the mutable components had been 
transferred from the gg.locus to the A locus via a transposition event. 
The original pattern of mutability of the a-m allele was charac­
terized by a dense mutability appearance of the aleurone (Peterson, 
1961, 1970a). From this a-m(dense) allele numerous derivatives were 
recovered, each with distinctly different and heritable patterns of 
mutability, as well as alleles that conditioned different levels of 
pigmentation from various grades of pale to full colored types 
(Peterson, 1961). The final pattern of mutability was determined by 
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the particular &i and ^  and the interaction between them (Peterson, 
1962). In addition, two types of alleles expressing a colorless pheno-
type were isolated from the autonomous a-m alleles: those that 
responded to the presence of ^  by mutating to A (colored spots on 
a colorless background) were designated a-m(r) and those that were 
stable with En were identified as non-responsive, a-m(nr), (Peterson, 
1961). 
Among the alleles recovered from a-m(dense), one mutated to color­
less, pale and purple both somatically and germinally and was designated 
by Peterson (1968a, 1970a) as a-m(pa-pu). The control of mutability 
of this new allele was autonomous (En at the locus) and all the germinal 
derivatives were non-responsive to ^  (Peterson, 1970a). The origin of 
the pale and colorless deviants, designated a-p(nr) and a-m(nr), 
respectively, was shown by Peterson (1970a) to be associated with the 
transposition of the ^  element away from the ^  locus. The transposition 
event lead to the implantation of ^  to a site linked to a 25% of the 
time, with a preference for sites 6 to 20 recombination units from a. 
Secondary transpositions of ^  from its new site were also observed 
(Peterson, 1970a). 
As was the case for the Ac-Ds system (McClintock, 1964, 1965a), 
En was shown by Peterson (1966) to undergo phase changes in activity, 
which is unlike the standard behavior, where the expression of 
mutability from the interaction of the receptive a-m(r) allele and the 
En element is uniformly distributed throughout the tissue. With En 
showing phase changes, the mutability expression is restricted. 
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With En-flow, a flow phenotype was produced which consisted of 
mutability expression restricted to the lower part of the aleurone 
while the crown end of the kernels remained colorless. With En-crown 
the pattern was reversed, resulting in confinement of the mutability 
expression to the crown portion of the kernel. The basis for the 
i colorless areas where no ^  to A mutations occurred was hypothesized 
to be due to the cessation of ^  activity in specific developing 
tissue or parts of tissue. This was demonstrated by using the a-m-1 
allele that expresses a uniform pale pigmentation in the absence of En 
or Spm; with or Spm colored sectors are produced on a colorless 
background (McClintock, 1965a; Peterson, 1965). 
Using the hybrid a-m-l/a-m(r), En-crown, it was found that the 
base of the kernel was pigmented pale and spots appeared only on the 
crown end, whereas in the hybrid a-m-l/a-m(r), En-flow the crown end 
had a pale pigmentation and mutability was confined to the base of the 
kernel. These observations demonstrated that Ea underwent a phase 
change leading to inactivity at definite times in development; thus. 
En-flow and En-crown represent variations in phase of activity 
(Peterson, 1966). 
The induction of new mutable alleles and their relationship to 
the ^  system were reported by Peterson (1963a, ca. 1976) using ^  and C 
as target loci. Plants homozygous for ^  and and carrying from one 
to several ^  were pollinated by a2 and c^ pollen testers, respectively. 
Any kernels arising from these crosses that showed a phenotype other 
than full colored were isolated for further tests. A large number 
of mutable alleles at the target loci were recovered and were 
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confirmed to possess ^  at the locus. In no case were colorless 
En-responsive types recovered (Peterson, 1970b), although they were 
expected based on the m(r) types isolated from autonomous alleles 
(Peterson, 1961, 1968b). 
On the basis of these observations, Peterson (1970a, 1970b) 
hypothesized that the initial inception of control of gene activity 
by the ^  system resulted from the insertion of En at the locus. 
Subsequent transposition of ^  away from the locus resulted in one 
of several possible consequences: restoration of normal gene activity, 
partial expression of the gene, complete loss of activity or a residue 
^ remains at the locus and thereby renders the allele responsive to 
En signals. Furthermore, the receptor element at the locus responds 
specifically only to the regulatory element originally present at 
the locus, in this case, ^  (Peterson, 1970a). 
Fowler and Peterson (1971, 1972, 1974) reported on the a2-m(r-pa-pu) 
mutable allele. This allele originated from the autonomously control­
led a2-m-l 1511 allele and expressed a uniform pale pigmentation in 
the aleurone in the absence of In the presence of kernels 
with the a2-m(r-pa-pu) allele showed pale, colorless and full colored 
areas on a colorless background. Germinal mutations to alleles expres­
sing intermediate levels of pigmentation as well as colorless and full 
colored types were recovered but none of them responded to ^  (Fowler 
and Peterson, 1974). 
As was the case with the a-m(dense) allele (Peterson, 1961) 
various derivatives were recovered from a2-m-l 1511 with different 
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patterns of mutability including two colorless types: one, that was 
En-responsive [a2-m(r) ] and the other, designated a2^(nr), did not 
respond to ^  (Peterson, 1968b). 
On the basis of the similarity of effect of ^  and Spm on the 
a-m-1 allele, Peterson (1963b, 1965) demonstrated that these regulatory 
elements were similar and part of the same system; but, since these 
two elements were discovered independently they are reviewed 
separately. 
The Spm System 
From a single selfed plant of a mutable luteus stock, kernels 
exhibiting variegation for anthocyanin pigmentation were recovered 
(McClintock, 1957a). This mutable luteus allele originated in the 
same experiment where the Ac-Ds system arose, as one of the 40 dif­
ferent mutable loci isolated in the course of an experiment in which 
plants that were undergoing the bridge-breakage-fusion cycle were 
selfed (McClintock, 1950a). Further tests of the newly originated 
variegated kernels revealed that the variegation was associated with 
an altered expression at the standard ^  locus on chromosome 5. 
This new allele was designated a2-m-l (McClintock, 1957a) and it was 
found that the mutability of this allele was autonomously controlled. 
Subsequently, a two-element system was derived from the initial one-
element system. Another mutable allele that arose during the study 
of a2-m-l was associated with an altered expression at the A locus 
on chromosome 3 (McClintock, 1957a). This new mutable, a-m-1, was 
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initially autonomously controlled but, as was the case with a2-m-l, 
it gave rise to a two-element system. The regulatory element control­
ling the expression of a2-m-l and a-m-1 from any place in the chromosome 
complement was designated Spm (McClintock, 1954). 
In the absence of Spm, the receptor element at the locus in the 
a-m-1 allele allows partial gene expression resulting in uniformly 
pale pigmented aleurone. A fully active Spm completely suppresses 
gene activity of the a-m-1 allele (colorless aleurone) until a mutation 
event occurs that releases the allele from control by Spm. The pheno-
type consists, then, of colored spots on a colorless background and 
Spm acts both as a suppressor and as a mutator (McClintock, 1954, 
1955). On the basis of the previous observations the Suppressor-mutator 
(Spm) element was described by McClintock (1965a, 1965b) as consisting 
of two components of action. When component-1 of Spm was active, 
gene action was suppressed and conversely with an inactive component-1 
or in the absence of Spm gene activity was expressed. Component-2 
of Spm was described as the mutator and transposition inducing component. 
An active component-2 not only induced responses by the receptor 
element at the locus but also affected changes at the locus, which 
altered subsequent responses of the receptor element to the components 
of Spm (McClintock, 1965b). These modifications in response by the 
receptor element at the locus were called changes in state of the 
locus. With some altered states, the receptor element loses its 
capacity to respond to component-2 but retains its ability to respond 
to component-1 of Spm, with the result that no further mutations occur 
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nor is the gene released from control by Spm. 
McClintock (1955) described several states of a-m-1 differing 
in their expression of aleurone color intensity in the absence of 
Spm and in the time and frequency of mutation in the presence of Spm. 
In essence, then, the Spm controlling element system provides a 
mechanism for various patterns of regulation of gene expression; 
each of the states of a gene locus gives rise to a different pheno-
type with any one isolate of Spm and conversely, any one state of a 
gene locus produces a different mutability expression with each of 
different isolates of Spm (McClintock, 1967). 
Both component-1 and component-2 of Spm undergo changes that alter 
their activities (McClintock, 1965b). Component-1 exhibited alter­
nating cycles of activity and inactivity (McClintock, 1958) but changes 
in component-2 only occurred in cells with an active component-1 
(McClintock, 1965b). In plants that carried an Spm with an altered 
component-2, designated Spm-w, at the A locus (a-m-2), no germinal 
derivatives were obtained, but transposition of Spm-w away from the 
A locus occurred when an Spm with a strong component-2 (Spm-s) was 
present elsewhere in the genome (McClintock, 1965b). 
A dominant modifier of Spm was found that increased the frequency 
of mutation (McClintock, 1957a, 1958, 1965a). The modifier underwent 
transposition and required an active component-1 for its expression. 
The expression of the modifier was the same whether standard Spm 
(Spm-s) or Spm-w was present, indicating that the modifier complemented 
an Spm with an inactive component-2 (McClintock, 1965a). 
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That an inactive Spm can be activated by an active Spm was 
demonstrated by McClintock (1958) using a state of a2-m-l which 
responded to dose changes of Spm. Increasing the number of Spm 
elements resulted in a decrease in the number of colored spots in the 
aleurone and the phenotype was the same whether only active Spm's 
or a combination of active and inactive Spm elements was used. No 
effect of Spm dose changes occurred with the a-m—1 allele, however. 
The stability of Spm at diverse locations was found to be variable 
(McClintock, 1957a, 1957b). When Spm was linked to waxy (wx) on the 
short arm of chromosome 9, it underwent frequent transpositions. There 
was a correspondence in transposition among the cells that produced 
the first and second ears on the main stalk. The correspondence in 
Spm constitution and location did not necessarily apply, however, when 
the tillers were compared to the main stalk, which suggested that the 
mechanism responsible for change in number and location of Spm was 
operating early in the development of the plants. On the other hand, 
the Spm element on chromosome 6 linked to Y, was very stable and only 
very infrequent transpositions occurred (McClintock, 1957b). 
McClintock (1964, 1965b, 1967) described an intriguing phenomenon 
designated presetting. From plants that contained Spm and a-m-2 
variegated kernels were recovered which on further tests were found 
not to express the presence of Spm (McClintock, 1964). When plants 
from these variegated kernels without an expressible Spm, yet 
variegated in phenotype, were testcrossed, most progeny kernels 
expressed the phenotype associated with a-m-2 in the absence of Spm, 
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namely colorless. However, a few kernels had areas of mutability, 
expressed as sectors of pigmentation, which varied from faint to in­
tense; in no case, however, was a pattern of variegation recovered 
similar to that on the kernel from which the plant arose. This 
indicated that the program of gene expression was erased, for the 
most part, in the first generation after a-m-2 was separated from Spn. 
The Dt, a-dt System 
According to Rhoades (1936), Dr. L. F. Randolph obtained a selfed 
ear of a Black Mexican sweet com line that was segregating for aleurone 
color as follows: 12 self-colored : 3 dotted (colored spots on a 
colorless background) : 1 colorless seed. The colorless kernels were 
unexpected since the line was homozygous dominant for the aleurone 
color genes, but more surprisingly was the presence of the dotted seed. 
The segregation of self-colored and colorless progeny was due to the 
segregation of the alleles A and ^  which would give a ratio of 3 colored: 
1 colorless upon selfing (Rhoades, 1936). The dotted kernels were the 
result of an interaction between the ^  allele and an independently 
segregating factor that Rhoades (1936) designated ^  (Dotted) and 
which induced a to mutate to A. 
The Dt allele was initially believed to have arisen in the same 
gamete in which A presumably mutated to Tests of sib plants showed, 
however, that D^ had been segregating in the Black Mexican line. The 
change from recessive a to dominant A is the result of a specific a-Dt 
interaction, since kernels homozygous recessive for either c^ or _r 
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are completely colorless in the presence of Furthermore, a-p, an 
allele of a which conditions a pale aleurone pigmentation (Emerson 
and Anderson, 1932) was also stable in the presence of Dt (Rhoades, 
1936). The Dit mediated mutation of ^  to A occurs in the aleurone, 
culms, sheaths, anthers and pericarp in genotypes capable of showing 
them ^ (Rhoades, 1938). 
That ^  remains unchanged when ^  mutates to A was demonstrated by 
Rhoades (1938). Fully colored anthers from an ^  B PI R-r stock were 
used to pollinate £/a_, dt/dt plants from which fully colored progeny, 
a result of germinal mutations from a to A, were selected for selfing. 
The expected 12:3:1 ratio of full colored:dotted:colorless kernels 
was obtained demonstrating that Dt had remained unaltered. 
In dosage tests, Rhoades (1936) found that increasing the number 
of a^ alleles from one to three in the triploid endosperm resulted in 
a linear increase in the number of dots. But, when the dosage of a 
alleles was kept constant, there was an exponential increase in the 
number of dots with increases in the dose of Dt (Rhoades, 1941). 
Additional studies on the D^ system were carried out by Nuffer. 
In a study of 98 maize strains from Central and South America, Nuffer 
(1955) found two populations that contained Dt. Allelic tests showed 
that these two D^ isolates segregated independently of each other 
and of Rhoades' Dt located seven cross-over units distal to Yg2, near 
or in the heterochromatic knob at the end of the short arm of chromosome 
9 (Rhoades, 1945), indicating second and third locations for Dt. 
A new mutable allele, designated am-l, was recovered by Nuffer 
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(1961) as a single exceptional kernel on an ear of a self pollinated 
plant of genotype A/a, Dt/Dt. In the absence of D^, the am—1 allele 
gives a colorless phenotype but when Dt is present, numerous dots are 
produced varying widely in size and shape indicating that mutations 
from am-1 to A occur throughout development of the kernel. This was 
in contrast to the response of Rhoades' ^  allele to which results 
in dots of smaller and more uniform size indicating that the mutations 
are restricted to a definite time in kernel development. The effect 
of varying the dosage of am-1 and was the same as that previously 
found by Rhoades for the a allele (Rhoades, 1936, 1941). 
From both ^  (Rhoades, 1941) and am-1 (Nuffer, 1961) assorted 
derivative alleles ranging from colorless to fully colored were 
recovered. Among these, the a-s types give the same phenotype as the 
parent alleles in the absence of (colorless), but no longer respond 
to this element. It must be stressed, however, that all these deriva­
tives were obtained only when the responsive ^  or am-1 allele was 
present in the same nucleus with Dt. 
Among 53 A-d derivatives from A-b/a plants, 3 were found to respond 
to Dt giving a phenotype consisting of full colored spots on a pale 
background (Laughnan, 1952). These A-d-m alleles were interpreted to 
have two components: a identified with the proximal component of A-b 
results in pale pigmentation and responsible for the mutable 
character of A-d-m due to the Dt mediated mutations of ^  to A. 
The Dt element was reported by Doerschug (1973) to undergo trans­
positions and variations in phase of activity. Dt4-crown conditioned a 
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high concentration of dots on the crown end of the kernel (active 
phase of Dt) with little or no dotting at the base. Dt-in-ac under­
went changes of activity in the endosperm showing both active and 
inactive states but has only an active phase in the scutellum. 
The ^  System 
The pericarp locus is located on chromosome 1 and controls the 
expression of anthocyanin pigment in the cob and pericarp. Several 
alleles are known at this locus including: P-rr - colored pericarp 
and cob; P-rw - colored pericarp, white cob; P-wr - colorless pericarp, 
red cob and P-ww - colorless pericarp, white cob. One 2 allele 
expressing a variegated pericarp phenotype consisting of colored stripes 
on a colorless background was studied by Emerson (1914, 1917, 1929) and 
was designated P-w. Medium, light and very light variegated forms 
were recognized as well as full colored types arising from mutations 
of P-w to P-rr. 
Brink and Nilan (1952) hypothesized that the medium variegated 
pericarp allele (P-w) was a modified form of the stable P-rr allele 
and differed from it by the presence at the 2 locus of an element 
designated (modulator). Mutations of P-w (P-rr-Mp) consisted of 
the removal of from the 2 locus; the excised ^  could become attached 
elsewhere in the chromosome complement and in association with P-w 
resulted in the expression of light variegated pericarp-
Brink (1954) demonstrated that very light variegated pericarp 
was the result of the interaction of the P-w allele and 2 transposed 
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Mp's (tr-Mp). Thus, the following conclusions were reached: P-rr-Mp 
conditioned a medium variegated phenotype, P-rr-Mp + tr-Mp expressed 
a light variegated pericarp pattern and P-rr-Mp + tr-Mp + tr-Mp 
produced a very light variegated type. The transposition of ^  away 
from the 2 locus lead to its insertion at positions linked to 2 
approximately 56 percent of the time (Van Schaik and Brink, 1959). 
The transposition event leading to the excision of Mg. from the 2 
locus results in twinned sectors of red and light variegated kernels 
(Greenblatt and Brink, 1962, 1963). Studies of the twinned sectors 
revealed that 62% of the red sectors contained a tr-Mp while the remain­
ing 28% were devoid of it. The location of the ^  element in the 
chromosome complement was the same in the red and light variegated 
cotwins but different among twins of independent origin (Greenblatt 
and Brink, 1963). In addition, Greenblatt (1966) found that for each 
transposition event 1.44 tr-Mp's were recovered. 
To explain the previous observations Greenblatt (1968, 1974) pro­
posed the following model: 1) transposition of ^  occurs only after 
the 2 locus with its conjoined ^  has replicated, 2) only the new copy 
of ^  undergoes transposition, 3) the site of deposition of follow­
ing excision is an unreplicated site of a chromosome and, 4) tr-Mp 
replicates in its new position in the same cell where it underwent 
transposition 62% of the time. 
Orton and Brink (1966) reconstituted the P-w (P-rr-Mp) allele by 
transposition of tr-Mp back to the 2 locus. Some of the reconstituted 
alleles were indistinguishable in phenotype and breeding behavior from 
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the standard medium variegated P-w allele, but the majority expressed 
different variegated patterns. This was interpreted as due to different 
sites of deposition of at the 2 locus- The frequency of reconstitu­
tion of the P-w allele was a function of the proximity of tr-Mp to 
the 2 locus: the shorter the distance the higher the frequency of 
reconstitution (Orton, 1966). 
Other mutants have been obtained from the P-w allele. Brink 
(1958a) isolated an allele designated P-ww(m-l) that conditioned a 
phenotype consisting of colorless pericarp, white cob and contained 
an ^  element at the 2 locus which was qualitatively the same as the 
Mp of the P-w allele. The difference in stability of ^  between the 
two alleles was attributed by Brink to a differential strength of bond­
ing of ^  at the 2 locus. Valentine (1957) described the variegated 
pericarp allele P-ov-ov which expressed colored stripes on an orange 
rather than the white background characteristic of P-w. P-ov-ov 
behaved the same as P-w since it contained at the locus and gave a 
light variegated pericarp phenotype with tr-Mp. 
Barclay and Brink (1954) demonstrated that ^  at the 2 locus 
induced chromosomal breaks at the site of Ds^ indicating that Mp 
functions similarly to McClintock's ^  (McClintock, 1951). This 
observation of a similarity in response to two different elements makes 
Mp and ^  a part of the same system. 
It is interesting to note, however, that a two-unit system has 
not been reported for the system regulating the expression of varie­
gated pericarp, although it might be expected if one extrapolates 
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from the fact that an autonomous ^  controlled allele can give rise to 
an Ac-Ds two-unit system (McClintock, 1963, 1965a). 
R-st, Paramutation and Related Phenomena 
With some R alleles, kernels of genotype express a mottled 
aleurone phenotype characterized by irregularly shaped areas of pig­
mentation with indistinctive margins. Emerson (1918) contrasted 
kernels of genotype R/R/r^- fully colored, and _r/£/R - mottled, and 
attributed their colored vs mottled difference to the dosage effect of 
R. In an attempt to test the dosage hypothesis, Kermicle (1970) using 
the TB-lOa translocation demonstrated that the mottling phenotype was 
not a result of R dosage but rather was due to imprinting, whereby 
the parental origin of the R allele influenced the phenotype, indica­
ting the persisting influence of parentage on the level of gene 
activity (Kermicle, ca- 1976). 
R-st, an allele at the R locus in chromosome 10, conditions a 
stippled phenotype (Emerson et al., 1935) consisting mostly of small, 
irregularly shaped but distinctly outlined colored sectors on a color­
less background. 
From R-r/R-st heterozygotes. Brink (1956, 1958b) found that all 
R-r male gametes unexpectedly gave rise to kernels with a much reduced 
aleurone pigmentation when testcrossed on r-r/r-r females, compared to 
the R-r male gametes from R-r/R-r sib plants. The altered form of R-r 
in the R-r/r-r testcrossed progeny was male transmitted to the succeed­
ing generation and was, therefore, heritable. This directed change in 
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the potential of R-r pigmentation was designated paramutation, with 
R-r the paramutable allele and R-st the paramutagenic one. In addition, 
the paramutational change was found to be reversible in R-r/R-r 
offspring arising from selfing R-r/R-st plants. It was suggested 
that R'-r reverted to R-r in cells containing 2 or 3 paramutant R-r 
(R'-r) alleles. 
Brink and coworkers looked at other aspects of R pigmentation. 
Changes in the potential R pigmentation induced by translocations 
with break points distal or proximal to R were studied. Brink and 
Blackwood (1961) reported that the level of R-r action was enhanced 
when R-r was transferred to a translocated chromosome 10 (T2-10a, 
T4-10b) with the breakpoint proximal to compared to that of R-r 
in a normal chromosome. The enhancement of R-coloration occurred in 
plants heterozygous for r-r (T R-r/r-r), but passage of a T R-r 
chromosome through a T R-r/R-r individual resulted in a significant 
reduction in the level of pigmentation of R-r (with the potential for 
enhanced pigmentation), which was nevertheless higher than the level 
of activity of R-r in a structurally normal chromosome 10. 
Brink (1961) reported that the enhanced R-r allele was relatively 
insensitive to paramutation in T R-r/R-st heterozygoses and the 
relative insensitivity was maintained for at least one generation after 
the transfer or R-r, by crossing over, to a structurally normal 
chromosome. The sensitivity to paramutation of enhanced R-r in stip­
pled heterozygotes was increased, however, by previous passage of a 
T2-10a chromosome in a T R-r/R-r individual. Similar results were 
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reported by Brink and Notani (1961) for translocation T9-10a with a 
break point distal to R. 
These observations lead Brink (1961) to the conclusion that the 
enhancement of R-r action and its relative insensitivity to paramuta-
tion reflected a common change, induced by the translocations, at or 
near the R locus. Insertion of a paramutable R allele into a KIO 
chromosome (chromosome 10 with a large knob at the end of the long 
arm) also resulted in a reduction in sensitivity of R-r to paramuta-
tion (Brink, 1969). 
Kester and Brink (1966) studied the sensitivity to paramutation 
of R-r alleles extracted from the linked reciprocal translocation 
T2-10a and carried through five generations of mating R-r/r-r recur­
rently to a W22 r-r/r-r tester. In each generation R-r/r-r plants 
were crossed by an R-st stock and the R-r/R-st individuals crossed to 
r-g/r-g female testers. R-r alleles derived directly from the founda­
tion T R-r/r-r stock and from the first generation R-r/r-r cross-over 
plants were found to be relatively insensitive to R-st-induced para­
mutation. Two lines carrying the same R-r allele originating from the 
foundation T R-r/r-r stock behaved differently in generations 2 to 5 
following transfer of the R-r allele to a structurally normal chromo­
some; one remained rather uniformly insensitive to paramutation 
whereas the other showed greater sensitivity and more variability in 
that respect. Three families of the more variable and sensitive line 
were observed to have average sensitivity to paramutation equal to 
that of R-r from R-r/R-r stocks. 
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Styles and Brink (1966) reported on the metastable nature of R 
alleles. Metastable referred to the capacity of paramutable R alleles 
to vary heritably in plants not carrying an overtly paramutagenic R 
allele, such as R-st. Standard R-r became progressively enhanced 
in pigmenting capacity when maintained in successive generations in 
R-r/r-g heterozygotes; further, the enhancement in R-r aleurone pig­
mentation was correlated with a decrease in sensitivity to paramutation 
in R-r/R-st individuals. 
Styles (1967a, 1967b) found that when paramutable R alleles 
differing in aleurone pigmenting potential were combined in hetero­
zygotes, the pigmenting capacity of the stronger allele declined 
toward the weaker until they became indistinguishable. 
Styles and Brink (1969) observed that aleurone pigmenting enhance­
ment of paramutable R alleles was the same whether the R allele was 
heterozygous with a recessive r^ (r-r or r-g) or with a chromosome 10 
deficient for the R locus. This observation supports the hypothesis 
proposed by Brink et al., (1968) and Brink (1969) that paramutation 
was not conditional upon prior association of a paramutable R allele 
with a paramutagenic factor; rather, paramutation was an intrinsic 
property of the paramutable R alleles. The paramutagenic alleles 
such as R-st and R-mb were simply adjuvants to the paramutation 
process which occurred independently of them. 
It was shown by Brink (1959) that the reduction in R-r pigmen­
ting potential in trisomie 10 plants of genotype R-r/R-st/r-g was the 
same as in disomic R-r/R-st individuals, indicating that transfer 
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of a particle from R-st to R-r during chromosome pairing did not occur. 
Otherwise, dark mottled kernels would have been obtained from the 
testcrosses to r-g/r-g female testers, since chromosome pairing 
occurs two by two. 
Brink (1964a, 1964b) hypothesized that genetic repression of 
paramutable R alleles was due to the presence of a particular segment 
of heterochromatin at or near the locus. This heterochromatic region 
would be made up of repeating units designated metameres that under­
went changes in numbers; the more metameres present the greater the 
degree of repression of R pigmenting capacity. Sastry et al., (1965) 
suggested that misreplication of repressor occurred during somatic 
mitosis. Copying a given metamere more than once lead to an increase 
and failure to copy resulted in a decrease in total metamere number. 
The opposing effects of R-st and were interpreted as a prolongation 
and reduction, respectively, of the period during a mitotic cycle 
when repressor (metameres) replicated. 
McWhirter and Brink (1962) tested 83 R-sc mutants derived as 
germinal changes from the strongly paramutagenic R-st allele. The 
R-sc (self-colored aleurone) derivatives were not paramutable in 
heterozygotes with R-st but varied continuously in paramutagenic 
ability, from those with no paramutagenicity to those as strongly 
paramutagenic as R-st. It was postulated that R-st was comprised of 
an R-g allele with an associated inhibitor, I-R; removal of I-R from 
the locus resulted in expression of the R-g allele. 
Ashman (1960) obtained 10 r-r mutants from mating R-r/R-st 
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plants with r-g/r-g testers. Five were paramutagenic in R-r/r-r 
heterozygotes but the remaining five, like all other r-r alleles, 
were not. The first definitive evidence that paramutagenicity of 
R-st could be fractionated by crossing-over was provided by Ashman 
(1965a, 1965b). Forty three mutations to colorless or near colorless 
aleurone were obtained from R-r/R-st heterozygotes; 37 of the deri­
vatives were associated with recombination of flanking markers. None 
of the colorless types were paramutagenic whereas most of the near 
colorless, r-(nc), mutants were paramutagenic with some equalling or 
surpassing R-st in this respect. Based on flanking marker analysis 
R-st was interpreted as consisting of ^  (self-colored aleurone), 
I-R (inhibitor of Sc) and ^  (near colorless aleurone), with Sc 
proximal to I-R and distal to the latter. 
Kermicle (1973) confirmed Ashman's findings and postulated that 
the paramutagenic component of R-st mapped in part within the I-R 
- 2^  interval and, in part, proximal to I-R. 
Further support for the presence of I-R was provided by the iso­
lation of R-sc mutants associated with crossing-over from R-st/R-nj 
individuals and the recovery of mutable R-nj (R-nj-I-R) alleles with 
linked marker combinations complementary to the cross-over R-sc 
category (Kermicle, 1973). In addition. Ashman (1970) reconstituted 
R-st by recombination from plants heterozygous for R-sc and a partic­
ular r(nc) allele that had been recovered as a cross-over product from 
R-st. 
Gavazzi and Avila (1969) were unable to transfer by recombination 
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the instability of the aleurone color component (Sc) of R-st to the 
plant color component of r-r, but in further efforts Gavazzi and Calati 
(1972) recovered R-st alleles with unstable plant color. 
Brink et al., (1970) considered the problem of derepression of 
R pigmenting potential that occurred in the female but not in the 
male gametophyte. (Derepression is expressed as full color aleurone 
when paramutant R alleles are inherited through the female; passage 
of paramutant R through the male gametophyte results in weakly pig­
mented aleurone). A particular subclass of R-g alleles (colored 
aleurone, green anthers) was employed which exerts a unitary control 
of pigmentation and paramutability of aleurone, seedling and embryonic 
tissues. The evidence obtained for the gametophyte effect associated 
with derepression in embryo and young seedlings was completely 
negative; derepression did not occur whether R-g was inherited through 
the male or the female gametophyte. Based on the above evidence, 
it was concluded that the differential gametophyte effect was exhibited 
only by the endosperm, and depended upon a pronounced derepression 
of R-g pigmenting potential restricted to the polar nuclei of the 
female gametophyte during the period before fertilization. 
Other Systems in Maize 
Spotted-dilute: The spotted-dilute system of aleurone color 
variegation has been described by Sastry and Kurmi (1970) and Singh 
et al., (1975). The aleurone spotting behavior of unstable R alleles 
designated as spotted-dilute (R-sd) was explained on the basis of 
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two dominant factors: Dil, the diluting factor and Spf, the spotting 
factor. In the presence of Dil alone, the R allele of R-sd isolates 
conditioned a dilute phenotype with no spots, whereas Spf by itself 
results in spots on a colorless background. When both Dil and Spf 
are present spots appeared on a dilute background indicating that the 
two factors were autonomous and their effects superimposable (Singh 
et al., 1975). 
When the responsive R alleles were separated by meiotic segregation 
from Dil and Spf, a fully colored phenotype was produced and the R 
alleles no longer responded to the two factors. It appeared, then, 
that sensitivity to Dil and Spf was maintained only if either of them 
was kept in the same nucleus with the R alleles (Sastry and Kurmi, 
1970). 
Sastry and Kurmi (1970) initially reported a functional homology 
between Spf and McClintock's Spm, but Singh et al., (1975) demonstrated 
in further tests that Spf was different from Spm. 
Ac-R: McWhirter (1969, 1971a, 1971b) reported a variegated 
aleurone phenotype associated with the R locus, which consisted of 
colorless areas on a colored background. The variegation resulted 
from the interaction of any R allele tested with an independently 
segregating factor designated Ac-R. Although transmission of Ac-R 
through the pollen was markedly reduced, no pollen abortion was detected 
and only a slight reduction in ovule transmission occurred. At least 
two doses of Ac-R were needed for variegation to be observed in the 
endosperm. Furthermore, since all R alleles tested were responsive 
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to Ac-R, McWhirter (1971a) suggested that the element at or near 
the R locus interacting with Ac-R might be a basic element responsible 
for regulation of gene activity at the R locus. 
In contrast to the original Ac-R conditioned pattern, a new 
exceptional pattern with small pigmented areas on a colorless back­
ground was recovered following the selfing of a plant of R-g/R-g, 
Ac-R/- genotype (McWhirter, 1971b). Further tests showed that Ac-R 
now had a suppressor-mutator effect in. contrast to the irregular 
suppressor behavior of the original Ac-R. 
General Features of Maize Controlling Elements 
Controlling element systems in maize involve the regulation of 
gene activity most frequently studied in relation with the aleurone 
tissue, principally due to the easy detection of altered genie 
expression. 
Among the systems of mutability reviewed, only a-Dt, I-En(Spm) 
and Ds-Ac are described as controlling element systems. The receptor 
elements (such as ^  and Ds) reside at or near the locus and directly 
control gene activity, whereas the regulatory elements (such as En 
and Ac) control the functioning of the receptor element (McClintock, 
1951). The systems are specific in the sense that the receptor element 
of a system responds only to the regulatory element of the same system, 
thus ^  is specific for Ds. Specificity does not exist, however, with 
respect to the locus whose function is regulated; therefore, the same 
gene may come under the control of different systems (McClintock, 1962). 
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The regulatory element of each system is transposable, as reported 
by McClintock (1951) for Peterson (1970a) for ^  and Doerschug 
(1973) for In addition, the receptor element in its original 
state, that of inducing chromosome breaks at its site of deposition 
in response to was observed to also undergo transposition 
(McClintock, 1951). However, Peterson (1963a, ca. 1976) found that in 
all cases, new inception of control at target loci was associated with 
the presence of ^  at the locus; no inception of control by itself, 
was recovered. 
Initial control by ^  or ^  lead subsequently to the respective 
two-unit systems, Ds-Ac and I-En (McClintock, 1965a; Peterson, 1961, 
respectively). Peterson (1970a) postulated that when ^  transposed 
from a locus it may leave a residue (^) behind which specifically 
responds to an ^  element elsewhere in the genome. 
The mutations from recessive to dominant, for example ^  to A, 
mediated by controlling elements, are interpreted as arising by the 
removal or transposition from the locus of the element controlling the 
expression of the gene. This function is a property of the regulatory 
element only (McClintock, 1951; Peterson, 1970a). The excision of the 
element may result in return of the locus to its normal activity 
(Greenblatt, 1974; Peterson, 1970b), partial restoration of gene 
activity (Nuffer, 1961; McClintock, 1951; Peterson, 1961) or lead 
to complete null activity of the gene (Peterson, 1970a), perhaps 
depending on the fidelity of the excision process. 
McClintock (1962) in describing the Ac and Spm systems reported 
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that in all cases adequately analyzed, initial control of gene activity 
by the regulatory element resulted subsequently in a two-unit type 
of control. In the case of variegated pericarp, however, transposition 
of Mp, which is functionally similar to has not been reported to 
give rise to a two-unit, Ds-Ac type system. In addition, Peterson 
(1961, 1968b) recovered En responsive a alleles, a-m(r), from a 
previously autonomous a-m allele but, in the case of a-m(pa-pu) also 
autonomously controlled by transposition of En from the A locus 
has never resulted in a two-unit system (Peterson, 1970a). 
Fowler and Peterson (1974) considered that the pattern of muta­
bility and the kinds of derivatives obtained from mutable loci, could 
be interpreted on the basis of differences in position or composition 
of the controlling elements. Nevertheless, they favored the first 
alternative based on the results of Brink and Williams (1973). 
Prom an initially mutable R-navaj o allele (Mp at the locus) twenty 
six stable R-nj mutants were recovered by transposition of ^  away 
from the R locus. Subsequently from each mutant, a mutable R-nj 
was reconstituted by transposition of back to the locus (Brink and 
Williams, 1973). The pattern of mutability among the reconstituted 
alleles varied widely but each of the alleles gave the same qualitative 
effect as Mp(Ac) in inducing breaks at the site of and increasing 
the stability of variegated pericarp (P-w). Brink and Williams (1973) 
postulated that the 26 reconstituted mutable R-nj alleles carried a 
common which, however, was intercalated at a different site within 
each of the reconstituted mutable alleles. 
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Phase change in activity among controlling elements is another 
feature that is characteristic of Dt. (Doerschug, 1973), ^  (McClintock, 
1964) as well as ^  (Peterson, 1966). It involves changes from an 
inactive to an active or an active to an inactive state of the 
regulatory element presumably caused by physiological differences in 
the endosperm. 
Insertion Mutations in Bacteria: Similarities to 
Maize Controlling Elements 
Controlling elements in maize have been compared to gene control 
systems and insertion mutations in bacteria. McClintock (1961) re­
ferred to the receptor element at the locus as the operator and to the 
regulatory element as the regulator. It was suggested that Spm 
produces a specific repressor substance to which the operator element 
of the system, at the locus, responded by tuming-off gene activity. 
The mutations of the operator and regulator elements in bacteria were 
compared to the changes in state of controlling elements (McClintock, 
1961). 
Brink (1960, 1964a), however, considered controlling elements as 
displaced segments of heterochromatin concerned with gene repression 
at a chromosomal level and as such were not concerned with specific 
gene regulation. 
Peterson (1967, 1970b, ca. 1976) has compared maize controlling 
elements to the bacteriophage Mu-1 (Taylor, 1963; Bukhari and Zipser, 
1972; Daniell et al., 1972; Howe and Bade, 1975) and to _I£ sequences 
(Starlinger and Saedler, 1972; Hirsch et al., 1972a). 
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Since the temperate bacteriophage Mu-1 was first described by 
Taylor (1963) as causing an increased rate in forward mutation at many 
loci, numerous studies have been conducted. These include aspects 
of the mechanism of Mu-1 integration (Boram and Abelson, 1971; Faelen 
et al., 1971), the specificity of insertion into the E. coli chromosome 
(Bukhari and Zipser, 1972; Daniel1 et al., 1972) and the structure and 
replication of Mu-1 (Hsu and Davidson, 1972; Bade et al., 1973; Daniell 
et al., 1973; Schroeder et al., 1974; Waggoner et al., 1974). 
The picture that emerges from the previous studies is that Mu-1 
is inserted into the linear continuity of the coli chromosome at 
or near the locus of the phage induced mutation, except where a complete 
deletion of the gene has occurred (Daniell et al., 1972); the site of 
integration is apparently random; the gene order of the Mu-1 prophage 
is not permuted with respect to the vegetative gene order; the variable 
end of Mu-1 is homologous to coli DNA; the Mu-1 induced mutations 
are polar (Daniell and Abelson, 1973) and covalently linked structures 
are formed between Mu-1 and coli DNA following induction. 
The molecular resolution achievable with Mu-1 has not been matched 
in the case of controlling elements in maize: nevertheless, some 
similarities are apparent. It is argued that controlling elements are 
integrated into the linear continuity of the chromosome, based on their 
faithful replication synchronously with the controlled allele and the 
intracistronic recombination between controlling element-induced 
mutant sites (Nelson, 1968). Insertion of controlling elements leads 
to suppression of gene activity (Peterson, 1970b); their site of 
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insertion is at or close to the locus of the mutable allele (Peterson, 
1961; McClintock, 1951; Brink and Nilan, 1952) and there seems to be 
no specificity on the site of insertion (Peterson, 1970b), although 
transposition frequently occurs to linked sites (Peterson, 1970a; 
Van Schaikand Brink, 1959). However, in the case of controlling 
elements, transposition of the element from the locus can restore 
full gene activity (Brink and Nilan, 1952; McClintock, 1951; Fowler 
and Peterson, 1974), but with Mu-1, Daniell et al., (1972) were unable 
to isolate any revertants from the Mu-l-induced lac ^ gene mutants. 
Strong polar mutation in the gal operon of E. coli (Jordan et al., 
1967; Adhya and Shapiro, 1969) have been found to result from the 
insertion of DNA sequences into the operon (Jordan et al., 1968; 
Shapiro and Adhya, 1969; Shapiro, 1969; Michaelis et al., 1969). 
At least three different sizes of insertion sequences (IS) have 
been identified (Malamy et al., 1972; Hirsch et al., 1972a; Fiandt 
et al., 1972; Hirsch et al., 1972b). Homology between small (800 
nucleotides) and large sequences (1400 nucleotides) is not generally 
reported but there apparently are exceptions (Michaelis et al., 1969). 
The insertions can occur in either orientation and at different sites 
within the gene. Reversions to wild type from the insertion-induced 
gal mutants have been described (Adhya and Shapiro, 1969; Saedler et al., 
1972) as well as to constitutivity in the case of insertions in the 
operator region of the gal operon (Saedler et al., 1972). 
Saedler et al., (1974) demonstrated that the effect of the inser­
tion sequence, IS-2, is different depending on the orientation. In 
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orientation I, IS-2 prevented the expression of gene activity while 
in orientation II, the same 1400 nucleotide long insertion sequence 
resulted in constitutive expression of the operon. Since IS-2 is 
transferred as a unit, is never circularly permuted and thus qualifies 
as a genetic element, Saedler et al., (1974) considered IS-2 as a 
controlling element for turn-off and tum-on of gene activity. 
Saedler and HeiB (1973) found by DNA-DNA hybridization that there 
were about 8 copies of the DNA sequence IS-1 (800 nucleotides long) 
and about 5 copies of the sequence IS-2 (1400 nucleotides) in the 
chromosome of E. coli. Furthermore, both IS-1 and IS-2 were found in 
the DNA of the bacterial F plasmid. 
Considering maize controlling elements, it has been shown that 
insertions can occur at different sites within the gene (Nelson, 
1968). Reversions to full genie activity are commonly described; there 
is no functional homology between the elements of different systems, 
in the sense that the receptor element of a system only responds.to the 
regulatory element of that system. This is parallel to ^  sequences 
which exhibit no structural homology. Controlling elements have never 
been reported as free replicating units within the cells and neither 
have ^  sequences. In maize, however, two-element systems have been 
clearly established, whereas with ^  sequences reversions reportedly 
occur spontaneously. 
An interesting comparison can be made between the En(Spm) control­
ling element system in maize and the IS-2 insertion sequence. Insertion 
of the receptor element ^  of the En(Spm) system (Peterson, 1970a) at or 
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close to the A locus can lead to suppression of gene activity, such as 
with the a-m(r) allele (Peterson, 1961); in other instances the locus 
appears unimpaired or only partially so, as with the a-m-1 allele 
(McClintock, 1965a), which nevertheless responds to En(Spm) located 
anywhere in the genome. Such differences in the level of gene activity 
arising by insertion of the same element at the locus, are considered 
as resulting from variations in the position of the element within 
the gene (Fowler and Peterson, 1974). However, it could also be postu­
lated that controlling elements in maize can insert in either orienta­
tion as in the case of ^  sequences, and whether or not gene activity 
occurs could depend on the particular orientation of the element, as 
was demonstrated for IS-2 (Saedler et al.., 1974). 
Definitive answers on how maize controlling elements regulate gene 
activity may not be very far in the future judging from recent advances 
in understanding the organization of DNA in eucaryotes (Flavell and 
Smith, 1975), and the establishment of technqiues in maize which will 
allow further molecular resolution (Freeling and Brown, 1975; Cheng and 
Freeling, 1976). 
Mutable Genes in Other Plant Species 
Anthirrinum majus 
The mutable allele pallida-recurrens (pal^^^) at the pal locus 
has been studied in Anthirrinum majus (Harrison and Fincham, 1964, 1968; 
Fincham and Harrison, 1967; Harrison, 1971; Harrison and Carpenter, 
1973). Mutations of pal^^^ to Pal result in magenta spots in otherwise 
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acyanic (ivory) flowers. At 15°C somatic sectors and germinal 
mutations occur at a high frequency. Although the germinal derivatives 
were mostly of the Pal type, they also included derivatives resembling 
other known alleles of the pal series. At 25°c, plants had fewer 
petal flakes and germinal mutations, each of which was of the Pal 
type (Harrison and Fincham, 1964). 
A number of phenotypically distinct mutants all with more or less 
impaired anthocyanin pigmentation of the flower were isolated from the 
mutable allele pallida recurrens. From this new series of alleles 
various levels of pigmentation and different patterns were expressed. 
Among the latter there were some that were somatically unstable 
although others were stable. The various stable phenotypes were not 
affected by temperature changes either at 15°C or 25°C but the mutable 
patterns were suppressed at the higher temperature. The same antho­
cyanin (cyanidin 3-rutinoside) was produced by all the pal mutants, 
though in amounts that differed from allele to allele (Harrison and 
Fincham, 1968). 
A gene, segregating independently of the pal locus, was found 
which reduced the mutability of the pal allele. This stabilizer 
(St) was semidominant; plants of genotype st/st had 20 times more 
sectors than St/st which in turn showed 20 times more than St/St 
individuals. Sectors occurred in St/st plants which resembled the 
characteristic mutability of st/st, suggesting that ^  itself was 
mutable (Harrison and Fincham, 1968). 
Using the inc gene (incolorata) to test the effect of a block in 
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a preceding step of the biosynthetic pathway on allele mutability, 
Fincham (1973) found that mutations of pal^^^ occurred less frequently 
in inc /inc plants than in inc /inc individuals. Since inc acts 
before pal in the anthocyanin biosynthetic pathway, Fincham suggested 
that the mutability of pal^^^ in some way depended on the presence 
in the cell of a metabolite intermediate. 
Delphinium ajacis 
Demerec (1931) described the rose-alpha and lavender-alpha genes 
in Delphinium ajacis. Both mutated to purple color but they differed 
in mutability phase. The rose-alpha expressed the same rate of 
mutability all during plant development, while the lavender-alpha 
showed a high mutation rate early in plant development but changed 
to a low rate in the latter stages during the development of petals 
and sepals. 
Dawson (1955, 1964) studied an unstable gene (£*) for pink flower 
color that mutated to stable alleles for blue (p^) and pink (£) color 
during sepal development and also in cells that gave rise to the embryo 
sacs and pollen grains. The £* allele was unstable only in the presence 
of a dominant activator and existed in a number of states each of which 
differed in the pattern of mutation to £ and p^. From a homozygous 
2* stock, Dawson (1964) recovered a new mutable gene conditioning a 
yellow green phenotype in the foliage that mutated to stable green; he 
suggested that this mutable gene (^*) arose by transposition of the 
controlling element from £* to the ^  locus. 
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Nicotiana 
Among the generation progeny of an interspecific cross of 
Nicotiana langsdorffii x N. sanderae, one plant was obtained which 
showed flower color variegation (Smith and Sand, 1957). The three 
most frequent patterns of variegation were: Speckled - scattered, 
small clusters of pigmented cells on a background of colorless cells; 
Sectorial - frequent, clearly defined sectors of speckled tissue on 
a background of solid red, and Rare sectorial - very infrequent sectors 
of speckled tissue on a background of solid red tissue. 
Based on progeny tests and observations of the various patterns 
of variegation. Smith and Sand (1957) proposed three alleles at the 
variegated locus: V - solid color, non-mutable; Vg - colorless until 
mutates to Vg (colored); Vg - unstable for color which mutates 
somatically to v^. In somatic and germinal tissue v^ mutates to Vg 
and vice versa, but neither v^ nor Vg mutates germinally to V. 
Extensive tests carried out by Sand (1969) showed that N. 
langsdorffii and N. sanderae were both V/V in genotype, never producing 
variegated progeny when maintained as pure lines, and thus could not 
be the source of the variegated alleles v^ or Vg. However, when the 
hybrid between the two species was testcrossed with homozygous mutable 
testers, new origins of the unstable v alleles were detected in 2.3% 
of the offspring (2.3% of the offspring were variegated). From an 
examination of the phenotypes and progeny tests of the newly arisen 
variegated plants, it was evident that they were genotypic chimeras: 
containing both V/v and v/v sectors of tissue (v refers to either 
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or Vg). Based on this observation. Sand (1969) postulated that 
the event originating unstable v alleles occurs during somatic develop­
ment of the plants in which they are detected. 
In crosses involving a mutable v stock, a new mutable allele, 
e^', was isolated (Sand, 1971). The stable, non-mutable ^  allele 
extends anthocyanin pigmentation to the corolla tube and in back of 
the corolla lobes. These tissues are devoid or have very faint pig­
mentation in £/e^ individuals. The e^' allele has the phenotypic 
expression of e^ but mutates both somatically and germinally to E. 
Flower color variegation has been observed and studied in other 
interspecific crosses in Nicotiana. Following hybridization between 
N. tabaccum and N. otophora flower color variegation appeared in the 
progeny and subsequent backcrosses to N. tabaccum (Gerstel and Bums, 
1966, 1967). The dominant carmine allele (Co) originated from N. 
otophora and was located in a segment of euchromatin distal to a 
heterochromatic region also derived from otophora. The coral 
allele (co) is characteristic of N. tabaccum. Cytological examinations 
revealed that interphase cells of carmine sectors contained a large 
heterochromatic block, which was absent or greatly reduced in size 
in coral areas (Bums and Gerstel, 1967). 
Instability of the heterochromatic block lead to chromosome 
breakage and loss of the allele resulting in carmine-coral 
variegation. Burns and Gerstel (1969) discussed the similarity 
of this chromosome breakage-associated variegation, to the Ds-
associated chromosome breaks in the Ac-Ds controlling element system 
in maize (McClintock, 1951). 
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Mutable Genes in Drosophila 
The behavior of mutable genes in Drosophila virilis was studied 
by Demerec (1941). At the miniature-wings locus (mt) each of the 
alleles, miniature-3 and miniature-5, exist in three sub-allelic forms, 
a, _b and c^. The ^  form was unstable in somatic and germ cells; the c^ 
form unstable in somatic but not germ cells and the ^  form was stable 
in all cells. Each one of the forms could give rise to any of the 
other forms and no chromosomal aberrations were detected upon cytolo-
gical analysis. 
Following X-irradiation of Drosophila melanogaster attached-X 
females, a mutable white crimsom (w^) allele at the white locus (X-1.5) 
was recovered (Green, 1967, 1969a, 1973).' mutated frequently and 
premeiotically to alleles expressing phenotypes ranging from wild type 
(w^) to white (w). The mutations were to both stable and mutable types. 
The latter types all produced deficiencies of various lengths which 
extended to the left and right of the w locus. 
Green (1969b) described four independent transpositions of segments 
of the white locus including from its location in chromosome 1 to 
different sites in chromosome 3. At these new positions w^ was still 
mutable. The mutability and transpositions of w^ were interpreted 
on the basis of the involvement of a controlling element (Green, 1969b). 
A transposable element was also postulated to account for the 
mutability and mutational patterns of w^ which mapped at the white-
apricot site within the w locus (Judd, 1969). 
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From a tandem duplication of a portion of the X chromosome 
including the entire w locus, white eyed, non-cross over exceptions 
designated and ^  were recovered (Rasmusson et al., 1974). The 
duplication was marked by the mutant w^^ (white-spotted) in the left 
17G 
segment and w (white) in the right segment and was designated 
sp 17G . , _ sp 17G, , _ sp 17G,„ 
Dp w w Female heterozygotes Dp w w /w and Dp w w /Y 
males have maroon eye color. 
The white eyed, non-cross over (^ and ^ ) exceptional flies were 
analyzed to determine the basis of their phenotype. w ^  and w ^ were 
recovered as non-duplication, white eyed males by crossing-over, which 
separated the left segment of w^ and from w^^^. From both w ^ and 
w ^ chromosomes, w®^ was recovered as a spontaneous event which occur­
red in the absence of crossing over. Based on comparisons with 
insertion mutations in the gal operon of E. coli (Starlinger and 
Saedler, 1972), Rasmusson et al., (1974) hypothesized that w ^  and w ^ 
were insertions of foreign DNA. Spontaneous loss of the inserted DNA 
produced w^^. 
From a sc z Dp (w^^) (w^^^) ec stock, a wild type male of geno­
type sc z w^ ec was recovered (Rasmusson and Green, 1974). In further 
tests with this exceptional male, 2 males (sc z w^ ec) with zeste eye 
color were obtained. The first mutant chromosome was designated 
4. + 
sc z w ec (red) and its two derivatives designated sc z w ec (zeste). 
The sc 2 w"^ ec (red) chromosome mutates to sc z w^ ec (zeste) and 
vice versa. In addition, w chromosomes behaving as deficiencies 
for the w locus are recovered from the red and the zeste mutant 
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chromosomes. Based on these observations, Rasmusson and Green (1974) 
suggested that the mutational events are causally associated with a 
segment of foreign DNA, which was mapped to the duplication. 
In the course of investigations of one of the deficiencies derived 
from the Dp w^^ w^^^ chromosome. Green (1975) recovered males with an 
unexpected phenotype consisting of wings that were reduced in size. 
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This new wing mutant, allelic to ^  (1-36.2), was designated dy 
and proved to be stable both somatically and germinally. During the 
73 process of maintaining the stock, males were observed with either 
mosaic wings [one wing mimicking miniature, m (1-36.1) and the other 
wing resembling wild type] or both wings resembling that of wild type. 
The mutable phenotype was associated with an allele at the m locus 
and was designated m^ (miniature mutable). 
From m^, two classes of reversions which occur both somatically 
and germinally have been obtained: those to an allele with intermediate 
dL s phenotype (m ) and those to a subliminal allele (m ) resembling wild 
i s type in phenotype. The revertants m and m were mutationally stable. 
Green (1975) postulated the following sequence of events leading to 
the recovery of m^ : 1) a piece of foreign DNA was inserted in the 
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"environs" of the w locus in the X-chromosome from which ^  was 
73 derived; 2) ^  arose by transposition of the foreign DNA to the dy 
locus, and 3) in a subsequent event, the foreign DNA transposed from 
the ^  locus to the neighboring m locus thereby producing m^. 
Another mutable allele at the w locus was studied by Gethmann 
(1971). The mutable allele w mutates from a wild type to a white-eyed 
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phenotype in both males and females. The mutational events are pre-
meiotic, not associated with crossing over, sensitive to genetic 
modifications and restricted to germinal tissue. The only mutants 
recovered from w^ are deletions of segments of the white locus. To 
explain the mutability of w^, Gethmann (1971) proposed a model based 
on premature termination of replication near the terminus of a 
replicon. 
Mosaic phenotypes for a number of loci have been induced by 
treating young embryos of D. melanogaster with heterologous DNA 
(Fox and Yoon, 1966, 1970; Fox et al., 1970; Fox et al., 1971). Since 
no whole body transformants were obtained, the exosome model was 
proposed. According to this model, DNA segments enter the cells of 
treated individuals and become firmly associated with their homologous 
chromosome segments, replicate synchronously with them, but are never 
integrated into the linear structure of a chromosome. 
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MATERIALS, METHODS AND SYMBOLS 
Gene Symbols and Definition of Terms^ 
Allele or 
element Description or phenotype 
A An allele of one of the genes necessary for the 
synthesis of anthocyanin in the aleurone 
(chromosome 3). 
a-dt A recessive allele of A, responds to D^. In 
the absence of the aleurone is colorless; 
in its presence, a-dt mutates to A and this is 
expressed as colored dots on a colorless back­
ground. This is the same ^  allele studied by 
Rhoades (1936). 
a-dt-m-1 A recessive allele of A, responds to Dt. In 
the absence of Dt, the aleurone is colorless; 
in its presence, a very high frequency of colored 
sectors, of variable size and shape, are produced 
on a colorless background. This is the same 
^ allele isolated by Nuffer (1961). 
a-m(r) A recessive allele of A, responds to In the 
absence of En, the aleurone is colorless; in its 
presence, colored spots are produced on a 
colorless background expressing the change £ 
to A (Peterson, 1961). 
a-m-1 A recessive allele of A, responds to In the 
absence of the aleurone is pigmented pale; 
in its presence, colored spots are produced on 
a colorless background (McClintock, 1958). 
A2 An allele of one of the genes necessary for the 
synthesis of anthocyanin in the aleurone 
(chromosome 5). 
a2 A recessive allele of A2. Colorless aleurone 
^Dnless otherwise noted, further reference to alleles and symbols 
can be found in Neuffer et al., (1968). 
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^ An allele of one of the genes necessary for the 
synthesis of anthocyanin in the aleurone 
(chromosome 9). 
c^ A recessive allele of C^. Colorless aleurone. 
R An allele of one of the genes necessary for 
anthocyanin synthesis in the aleurone 
(chromosome 10). 
R-r An R allele consisting of two units, 2 
(plant color) and ^  (aleurone color). 
R-st An allele of R. Stippled aleurone. 
R-mo(cu) An allele of R, responds to Feu. In the absence 
of Feu, the aleurone is mottled; in its presence, 
the aleurone is variegated on a mottled back­
ground. 
2 A recessive allele of R. Colorless aleurone, 
r-r A recessive allele of R. Colorless aleurone, 
colored plant. 
r-g A recessive allele of R. Colorless aleurone, 
green plant. 
r-cu An allele of R, responds to Feu. In the absence 
of Feu, a variable dilute pigmentation is 
expressed in the aleurone; in its presence, the 
aleurone is variegated on a variable dilute 
background. 
Sh2 Non-shrunken endosperm (chromosome 3). 0.25 
map units from A. 
sh2 Shrunken endosperm; a recessive allele of Sh2. 
Sh Non-shrunken endosperm (chromosome 9). 
sh Shrunken endosperm; a recessive allele of Sh. 
Wx Starchy endosperm (chromosome 9). 






Dissociation; a receptor element. In combination 
with some states result in chromosome breakage 
at the site of Ds. Suppresses functioning of 
loci when in a cis condition with the locus 
(McClintock, 1951). 
Activator; a regulatory element necessary for 
mutability of ^  responsive alleles (McClintock, 
1951). 
Dotted; a regulatory element necessary for 
mutability of D^ responsive alleles (Rhoades, 
1936). 
Enhancer; a regulatory element necessary for 






Spotting factor. Necessary for mutability of 
Spf responsive R alleles of the spotted-dilute 
system (Sastry and Kurmi, 1970). 
Diluting factor. Dilutes the pigmentation of 
R alleles of the spotted-dilute system (Sastry 
and Kurmi, 1970). 
Factor causing aleurone color variegation of 
R alleles (McWhirter, 1969). 
Modifier of stippled. In the absence of M-st, 
R-st conditions a lower frequency of aleurone 
color sectors than when M-st is present 
(Ashman, 1960). 
Feu Factor Cuna. A regulatory element necessary for 







Elements such as Ds and 2 that suppress 
gene activity when in cis position to the locus. 
Elements such as ^ and ^  which alter or 
excise receptor elements so that the locus under 
control becomes functional. 
Testcross Cross of the heterozygous type by the homozygous 
recessive. 
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Mutable gene Conditions a variegated phenotype-
Variegation Describes the character of a single tissue with 
more than one phenotype, such as full colored 
dots, spots or sectors on a colorless or dilute 
background. 
Feu line A line homozygous for •£_ and segregating for the 
factor Feu. 
Source of Materials 
The material used in this study was obtained from the Tulio 
Ospina Research Station, Medellin, Colombia and is part of the 
collection of maize germplasm maintained by ICA (Institute Colombiano 
Agropecuario) at the Tulio Ospina Center. 
The studies were initiated by Dr. Peter A. Peterson in a Florida 
nursery in 1971 and at the Iowa Research Center, Ames, in the summer 
of 1972. The subsequent investigations were conducted in those two 
areas and in the Agronomy greenhouse in Ames. 
Description of the Race Chococeno and 
of the Cuna Indian Tribe 
The Cuna tribal maize, subject of this dissertation, belongs to 
the race Chococeno and was collected from the village of Unguia 
situated in the northwestern part of Colombia (see map. Figure 2). 
The designation of Cuna tribal maize has been given to a popula­
tion with very striking aleurone color variegation (Figure 3), grown 
by the Cuna Indian tribe for the manufacture of a fermented beverage, 
chicha (Daniel Sarria, ICA, Colombia, personal communication). The 
variegated population is grown in small, isolated, open pollinated 
Figure 2. Map of Colombia indicating the distribution of the race 
Chococeno (solid dots) and the village from which the 
Cuna tribal maize originated (arrow). Adapted from 











Figure 3. Pattern of variegation of kernels from the Cuna tribal 
maize population. 
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plots, and is maintained and distributed exclusively by the chief of the 
tribe (J. A. Rivera, ICA, Colombia, personal communication). 
Roberts et al., (1957) described the race Chococeno. It is 
characterized by short, thick conical ears with an average of 17.2 
rows of kernels. The endosperm is pop-type, very hard or floury, 
white or yellow. The race is grown along the western coastal plain 
of Colombia (Figure 2) and Ecuador, from 0 to 200 m, with average 
elevation of 82 m. The average annual rainfall of the area ranges 
from 6,000 mm to 12,000 mm. 
In their book. Races of Maize in Colombia, Roberts et al., (1957) 
indicated that Chococeno can be characterized as highly tripsacoid 
with tough, slender stalks and tillers, narrow drooping leaves and 
pendulous tassel branches. It is similar in general morphology to 
maize-teosinte or mai%e-tripsacum hybrids but, because teosinte does 
not occur where Chococeno is grown whereas tripsacum is common, it 
is assumed that Chococeno is the product of hybridization between 
Tripsacum and a Peruvian confite (Roberts et al., 1957). 
The name Chococeno derives from the state of Choco, in the 
western part of Colombia, where the race is extensively grown. 
Quantitative Measurement of Anthocyanin Content 
For an objective assessment of the differences in anthocyanin 
content of three dilute classes of kernels: light-, intermediate-, 
and dark-dilute, as well as a full colored W22 R-r/R-r control, the 
following procedure modified from Reddy (1974) was followed: 
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1) Twenty kernels of each class were randomly subdivided 
into 2 samples of 10 kernels each. 
2) The kernels in each sample were soaked for 20 min in 
distilled water and the pericarp removed. 
3) The aleurone tissue was scraped with a fine scalpel and 10 
mg of the powder, for each sample, extracted overnight with 
20 ml of a solution of concentrated hydrochloric acid in 
methyl alcohol (0.1 ml of concentrated hydrochloric acid in 
100 ml of methyl alcohol). 
A) The percent transmittance (T) of the clear solution was 
recorded on a Spectronic-20 (Bausch & Lomb) at 530 nm, and 
converted to optical density (O.D.) units. 
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RESULTS 
The Feu Controlling Element System 
The components of the system 
The Cuna tribal maize is characterized by a striking variegation 
that consists of large and small sectors of pigmentation on individual 
kernels (Figure 3). The kernel pattern of Cuna tribal maize, that 
of colored sectors on a colorless background, has ample precedence in 
maize controlling element systems. Accordingly, the variegated expres­
sion could be dependent on factors at the locus or result from the 
interaction of a receptive allele with a second factor located else­
where in the genome. 
In order to identify the specific locus conditioning aleurone 
color variegation, individual testers were crossed with plants of 
the Cuna tribal maize. Each tester was homozygous recessive for one 
of the four major loci involved with anthocyanin biosynthesis in the 
aleurone (a_, a2, c_ and r_). The phenotype of the progeny kernels with 
the a, a2 and c_ testers was dependent on whether the tester was used 
as male or female. When the recessive tester stocks were used as the 
female parent only fully colored ears were produced. In the reciprocal 
crosses (Cuna tribal maize line x a2/a2 or c/c_ male testers) the 
segregating progeny included mostly mottled and colored phenotypes 
and a varying frequency of variegated types. The distinctiveness of 
these variegated types varied among and within ears. 
In crosses with an _r/_r tester, the pattern of variegation was 
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different. Crosses of this tester with plants of the Cuna tribal 
maize produced three kernel phenotypes: variegated, colored and 
dilute. This result implicates the _r locus as the basis for the 
variegation. The explanation for the various phenotypes will be 
given at the end of this section, following a description of the 
components of the system determining the variegation. 
From the F of a line homozygous dominant for all the aleurone 
X 
color genes and the Cuna tribal maize line, colored progeny were 
collected and tested with an r^ tester that also included the wx 
marker. From the progeny of this cross, variegated kernels were 
selected and the plants were testcrossed by the same _r/_r, wx/wx 
tester. Three phenotypic classes of kernels were produced: variegated, 
colorless and dilute with the latter showing a continuous graded 
series that ranged from colorless to dark dilute. The colorless and 
dilute classes were combined in a single class and the data are 
presented in Table 1. 
Chi-square values for a segregation of 3 (colorless + dilute):1 
variegated were not significant and from this result it is hypothe­
sized that variegation results from the interaction of an _r allele 
and an independently segregating factor (Figure 4). If this inter­
pretation is correct, two predictions can be made: first, testcrosses 
of plants from dilute kernels should only produce colorless, dilute 
and no variegated progeny; secondly, dilutes should segregate varie­
gated kernels in one-half of the crosses when pollinated by the color­
less selections from Table 1. The results of these two tests are 
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Table 1. Phenotypic frequencies in crosses of plants from variegated 
kernels by an rjxj, wx/wx tester (%) 
Number of kernels 
Row and Colorless + ^ 
plant no. dilute Variegated Total % 
3 0334-1 350(76.59) 107(23.41) 457 0.61 b ns 
-2 278(72.58)^ 105(27.42) 383 1.19 ns 
-3 286(78.57) 78(21.43) 364 2.48 ns 
-4 205(71.93) 80(28.07) 285 1.43 ns 
-5 278(74.93) 93(25.07) 371 0.0008 ns 
a 2 
X value for a segregation of 3(colorless + dilute): 1 variegated, 
b 2 
ns = X not significant at 0.05 level. 
c 
Source of colorless kernels in crosses with dilute giving progeny 
listed in Table 3. 
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Cross 
r-cu/r, Fcu/+ x £/r^ 
Progeny 
Genotype Phenotype Percentage 
r-cu/r, Fcu/+ Variegated 25.0 
r-cu/r, 4-/4- Variable dilute 25.0 
_r/_r, Fcu/4- Colorless 25.0 
r_/£, +/+ Colorless 25.0 
Figure 4. Genotype, phenotype and percentage segregation expected 
from the cross r-cu/r, Fcu/4- x vjx_ on the assumption that 
Feu segregates independently of the _r locus. 
given in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. 
It can be seen from the data in Table 2 that no variegated 
kernels were produced and this is consistent with the first prediction. 
Further, in 25 of the 35 crosses the Chi-square values for a 1 dilute:1 
colorless segregation were not significant. Those that deviated sig­
nificantly from the expected 1:1 ratio can be explained on the basis 
of the variable expression of the £ allele originating from the Cuna 
tribal maize; this variable expression will be explained in the section 
"Variable expression of r-cu". 
In the second test, that included the crosses of dilute progeny 
X colorless segregants of Table 1, each male parent plant (from the 
colorless kernels) was individually identified, selfed and used only 
once in crosses with the dilute female parents. Selfing established 
_r/£ lines, some of which were segregating for the factor that inter­
acts with the 2 allele from the Cuna tribal maize line to give variega­
tion and confirmed that the male parent plants were _r/_r. 
In six of the thirty four crosses, the selfed ears of the male 
parent plants included dilute in addition to the expected colorless 
kernels among the progeny (Table 3). These same six plants did not 
show variegated kernels in crosses with dilute females; this was not un­
expected because the presence of the factor inducing variegation, would 
have resulted in variegation rather than colorless phenotype in the 
kernels giving rise to those six plants. The presence of dilute 
kernels invalidates 6 of the crosses, leaving only 28 valid crosses 
(34 - 6) to test the prediction that one-half of the crosses should 
Table 2. Frequencies of phenotypes in crosses of plants from dilute 
kernels by an _r/_r, wx/wx tester 
Number of kernels 
Row and 
plant no. Colorless Dilute Total yZ 
4 1019-1 141 128 269 0.63 
b 
ns 
-2 147 133 280 0.70 ns 
-3 262 219 481 3.84 * 
-4 202 197 399 0.06 ns 
-5 259 260 519 0.002 ns 
—6 233 191 424 4.16 * 
-7 153 129 282 2.04 ns 
—8 231 219 450 0.32 ns 
4 1059-1 160 164 324 0.05 ns 
-2 228 235 463 0.11 ns 
-3 184 151 335 3.25 ns 
-4 209 140 349 13.64 * 
-5 198 164 362 3.19 ns 
—6 159 158 317 0.0032 ns 
-7 153 117 270 4.80 * 
—8 189 154 343 3.57 ns 
-9 194 144 338 7.40 * 
-10 137 137 274 0 ns 
4 1063-1 170 170 340 0 ns 
-2 165 151 316 0.62 ns 
-3 286 195 481 17.22 * 
-4 197 172 369 1.69 ns 
-5 217 208 425 0.19 ns 
-6 303 216 519 14.58 * 
-7 235 175 410 8.78 * 
—8 145 131 276 0.71 ns 
4 1064-1 146 152 298 0.12 ns 
-2 198 163 361 3.39 ns 
-3 164 166 330 0.012 ns 
-4 161 146 307 0.73 ns 
-5 242 184 426 7.90 * 
-6 124 116 240 0.27 ns • 
-7 222 170 392 6.90 * 
—8 112 93 205 1.76 ns 
-9 135 125 260 0.39 ns 
value for a segregation of 1 dilute:! colorless. 
^ns = not significant at 0.05 level. 
2 
* = Probability of a greater x <0.05. 
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Table 3- Analysis of progeny of plants from dilute kernels crossed 
by plants from colorless kernels of ear culture 3 0334-2 
from Table 1 
Presence of kernels of 
a 
phenotype 
Presence of dilute 
kernels in male ^ 
Cross Colorless Dilute Variegated parent upon selfing 
1024-1/1032-1 + + - + 
1027-1/1032-3 + + - + 
1026-1/1032-5 + + - -
1025-1/1032-7 + + + -
1026-2/1032-8 + + - + 
1024-2/1033-1 + -f - -
1026-3/1033-2 + + + -
1025-2/1033-4 + + -
1027-2/1033-7 + + + -
1027-3/1033-8 + + + -
1025-3/1033-10 + + + -
1025-4/1033-11 + + + -
1024-3/1029-1 + + - -
1026-4/1029-2 + + - -
1027-4/1029-3 + + - + 
1027-5/1029-4 + + - -
1026-5/1029-6 + + + -
1025-5/1029-7 + + - -
1027-6/1029-9 + + - -
1024-4/1030-1 + + + -
1024-5/1030-2 + + - + 
1025-6/1030-3 + + - -
1026-6/1030-4 + 4- + -
1025-7/1030-5 + + + -
1027-7/1030-6 + + - -
1026-7/1031-1 + + - -
1025-8/1031-3 + + - -
1026-7/1031-4 + + - -
1024-6/1031-6 + + - -
1024-7/1031-7 + + + -
1024-8/1031-8 + + - -
1025-9/1031-9 + + + -
1027-8/1031-10 + + + -
1024-9/1031-12 + + - -
= presence ; - = absence. 
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produce variegated kernels. Out of the remaining 28 crosses, 15 pro­
duced progeny without variegation and 13 segregated variegated progeny 
(Table 3). The Chi-square value for a one-to-one segregation was 
0.143 which is not significant at the 5% level of probability. This 
result indicates that a factor independent of the _r locus differen­
tiates variegation and no variegation. 
From the previous tests it can be concluded that the kernel 
variegation from the Cuna tribal maize line results from the inter­
action of a specific r^ allele, now designated r-cu and an independently 
segregating factor, now designated Feu. The cu term identifies Cuna, 
the Colombian tribe from which this maize line originated. In the 
absence of Feu, r-cu gives a variable dilute phenotype. When r-cu 
and Feu are both present, a characteristic variegated pattern of deep 
pigmentation is produced in the aleurone of maize kernels on a back­
ground that varies from kernel to kernel from colorless to dark dilute. 
It is evident from an examination of kernels from the Cuna tribal 
maize line (see Figure 3, Materials, Methods and Symbols) that varie­
gation occurs on a colorless background. This raises the question of 
the control of the dilute phenotype and whether the variable expression 
is due to modifiers of the r^/£, wx/wx tester. To test this possibility 
a different _r tester line, namely W22, was utilized. 
From families containing factors controlling the Cuna variegated 
expression that had been crossed once or twice by W22 r^ testers, 
variegated kernels were selected and the plants testcrossed with W22 
r-g/r-g. The resulting phenotypic segregation for families that had 
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been crossed once and twice by W22 _r testers, are presented in Tables 
4 and 5, respectively. Because ail crosses showed a continuous 
dilute color gradation, it can be concluded that both the characteristic 
dilute phenotype associated with r-cu and its variable expression are 
not caused by the _r/_r wx/wx tester but represent an indigenous property 
of the r-cu allele. The dilute phenotype is not expressed in kernels 
originally obtained from the Cuna indian tribe. This is probably the 
result of stringent selection of modifiers that prevent the potential 
dilute expression of the r-cu allele. 
The non-significant Chi-square values for a segregation of 3 
(colorless + dilute):1 variegated, (Tables 4 and 5), agree with the 
results given in Table 1 and further substantiate the previous conclu­
sions for the basis of the expression of the dilute and variegated 
phenotypes. 
It can now be postulated that the genetic constitution of the 
phenotypes associated with various combinations of r-cu, ^  and Feu 
is as follows: 
Endosperm Genotype Phenotype 
- R/R/r-cu, Fcu/+/+ full colored 
- R/R/r-cu, +/+/+ full colored 
- r-cu/r-cu/R, Fcu/Fcu/+ full colored, 
mottled or 
variegated 
Colored, if the degree of expression of r-cu results in 
a very dark dilute or seemingly full colored phenotype. 
The variegated class can sometimes be distinguished from 
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Table 4. Phenotypic segregation of test cross progeny from variegated 
kernels (%)^ 
r-cu/r-r, F-cu/+ x r-g/r-g 
Number of kernels 
Row and Colorless + 
plant no. dilute^ Variegated Total 2. X 
4g 308B33-1 184(71.88) 72(28.12) 256 1.33 ( ns 
-2 163(76.89) 49(23.11) 212 0.40 ns 
-3 182(72.80) 68(27.20) 250 0.65 ns 
308B34-1 137(73.26) 50(26.74) 187 0.30 ns 
308B35-1 162(75.35) 53(24.65) 215 0.01 ns 
308B36-1 131(73.60) 47(26.40) 178 0.19 ns 
-2 97(76.98) 29(23.02) 126 0.26 ns 
^The variegated kernels come from families that had been crossed once 
by W22 r-r/r-r. 
^The dilute phenotype was very variable among kernels: from very 
light dilute to seemingly full colored. 
c 2 
X value for a segregation of 3(colorless + dilute):! variegated, 
^ns = not significant at 0.05 level. 
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Table 5. Phenotypic segregation of testcross progeny from variegated 
kernels (%)^ 
r-cu/r-g, F-cu/+ x r-g/r-g 
Number of kernels 
Row and Colorless + 
plant no. dilute^ Variegated Total z X 
5 1805-1 287(75.33) 94(24.67) 381 0.02 
1 
ns 
-3 181(76.69) 55(23.31) 236 0.36 ns 
-4 206(73.57) 74(26.43) 280 0.30 ns 
-5 246(73.65) 88(26.35) 334 0.32 ns 
-10 282(75.00) 94(25.00) 376 0 ns 
-11 186(75.30) 61(24.70) 247 0.01 ns 
5 1806-1 331(74.89) 111(25.11) 442 0.003 ns 
-3 313(74.70) 106(25.30) 419 0.02 ns 
-4 159(77.94) 45(22.06) 204 0.94 ns 
-5 372(74.85) 125(25.15) 497 0.01 ns 
-7 355(77.01) 106(22.99) 461 0.99 ns 
5 1807-1 294(72.59) 111(27.41) 405 1.25 ns 
-2 225(75.76) 72(24.24) 297 0.09 ns 
^The variegated kernels come from a family that had been crossed once by 
W22 r-r/r-r and once by W22 r-g/r-g. 
^The dilute phenotype was very variable among kernels: from very 
light dilute to seemingly full colored. 
c 2 
X value for a segregation of 3(colorless + dilute): 1 variegated, 
ns = not significant at 0.05 level. 
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mottled types in some ears suggesting that the distinction 
may depend on the genetic background. 
- r-cu/r-cu/R, +/+/+ full colored 
or mottled 
- r-cu/r—cu/r-g, Fcu/Fcu/+ variegated on 
a variable dilute background; infrequently appears full 
colored 
- r-cu/r-cu/r-g, +/+/+ variable dilute 
ranging from colorless to seemingly full colored 
- r-g/r-g/r-cu, Fcu/+/-f variegated on 
a variable dilute background 
- r-g/r-g/r-cu, +/+/+ variable dilute 
Variable expression of r-cu 
The r-cu allele as described in the section, "The components of 
the system", produces a continuous range of phenotypes from color­
less to seemingly full colored kernels. The question arises whether 
the various observed levels of r-cu expression are heritable. To 
test this possibility, progeny tests and pigmentation analyses were 
conducted. 
An ear segregating variegated, colorless and variably expressed 
dilute kernels was selected from a family derived from the cross of 
r-cu/r-r, ¥cu/+ by W22 r-g/r-g. Dilute kernels were removed from 
this ear and three different classes, each as uniform as possible 
and distinguishable in their visual color appearance, were established: 
light-, intermediate-, and dark-dilute. From each of these three 
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phenotypic classes, two 10-kernel random samples were used for an 
objective assessment of pigmentation and the remainder testcrossed for 
heritability evaluation of pigmentation levels. 
For pigmentation analysis, anthocyanin was extracted as described 
in the Materials, Methods and Symbols section and the percent trans-
mittance values recorded. The optical density units for each of the 
phenotypic classes as well as a W22 R-r/R-r control are given in Table 
6. The optical density values in the light-, intermediate-, and dark-
dilute classes were 1.53, 10.70 and 35.81, respectively, of that of 
the full color W22 R-r/R-r control (Table 6, column 5). 
The analysis of variance for the three dilute classes (Table 7) 
shows that their differences in anthocyanin content, as measured by 
optical density values, are significant which confirms the visual 
selection procedure. The least significant difference (LSD) value 
was computed from the samples/classes component of the analysis of 
variance. Comparisons among the optical density means of the three 
dilute classes (Table 6, column 4) using the calculated LSD value of 
0.0187 (Table 7, column 5), shows that the amount of anthocyanin 
pigment in the aleurone layer of kernels from each dilute class is 
significantly different, at the 0.05 level, from that of the other 
two classes. 
To answer the question posed at the beginning of this section 
on whether the level of expression of r-cu is heritable, plants from 
kernels of each of the three selected dilute classes were testcrossed 
reciprocally with W22 r-g/r-g. Irrespective of the original selection. 
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Table 6. Optical density values for anthocyanin pigment extracted 
from three phenotypically dilute classes of kernels of 
genotype r-cu/r-cu/r-g and a full color control of genotype 
R-r/R-r/R-r 
Optical density values 
Phenotypic class Sample 1 Sample 2 Mean % Control 
1 2 3 4 5 
Light dilute 0. 015 0. 
00 o
 0. 0165 1, .53 
Intermediate dilute 0. ,11 0. 12 0. 115 10. 70 
Dark dilute 0. 39 0. 38 0. 385 35. ,81 







Table 7. Analysis of variance for optical density values of three 
phenotypically dilute classes of kernels all of genotype 
r-cu/r-cu/r-g, and least significant difference (LSD) value 
for comparison among the three dilute classes 
Source of 
variation d.f. Mean square F LSD 
1 2 3 4 5 
Total 5 
Among classes 2 0.072799 2,100 * 0.0187 
Samples/classes 3 0.000034666 
* = Probability of a greater F <0.05. 
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the resulting testcrossed ears segregated variably expressed dilute 
phenotypes. 
In order to judge the heritability of the original selections, 
the resulting array of ears were pooled and coded to prevent any bias 
in the assessment of the degree of pigmentation. From the complete 
array of ears, a standard was established by selecting 6 from this 
pool based on their degree of pigmentation determined visually, and 
each was assigned a value from 2 to 12 at two-point intervals. This 
established a set of 6 ears, designated as the standard set, with 
which all other ears were compared. Within the standard set, the 
value of 2 indicates an ear with the least degree of pigmentation 
and the value of 12, an ear with the highest degree of coloration. 
Each of the ears from the pool was then matched once with the 
standard set and scored using the same scale as the standard. 
Intermediate values were given when an ear was judged to fall between 
any two in the standard set. The ears, including those in the 
standard set, were then decoded and classified into their different 
phenotypic classes, that is, light-, intermediate-, and dark-dilute. 
The results are given in Table 8. 
There were two sets of crosses to be analyzed. When the selections, 
as females, were crossed by W22 r-g/r-g the mean phenotypic colora­
tion score values among the progeny ears were 9-0 for the light-dilute, 
8.30 for the intermediate-dilute and 10.0 for the dark-dilute 
classes. The respective values for the reciprocal crosses were 4.17, 
2.50 and 3.90 (Table 8). The differences between the mean coloration 
Table 8. Phenotyplc coloration scores of progeny ears of plants from three different dilute 
classes of kernels crossed reciprocally with a W22 r-g/r-g tester; the tested 
planta are all of genotype r-cu/r-g 
Light dilute Intermediate dilute Dark dilute 
Phenotyplc score* Phenotyplc score* Phenotyplc score* 
Row and 
plant no. x iza/iza 
Row and 
plant no. X £za./lz8. on iza/izg. 
Row and 
plant no. X r^ a/r^ ia on ^ /r^g. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
5 1809-1 5 4 5 1810-1 11 4 5 1808-1 11 12 
-2 - 6 -2 12 3 -2 10 1 
-3 10 3 -3 5 2 -3 8 3 
-4 11 5 -4 10 5 -4 12 6 
-5 10 4 -5 8 1 -5 11 4 
-6 9 3 -6 7 2 -6 9 2 
-7 6 3 -7 11 3 
-8 10 1 -8 11 3 
-9 8 2 -9 10 3 
-10 6 2 -10 7 2 
Mean score 9.00 4.17 8.30 2.50 10.00 3.90 
1^ = least coloration; 12 = most coloration. 
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scores were tested for significance using the t test (Snedecor and 
Cochran, 1967). When the selections were used as female parents 
(dilute classes x W22 r-g/r-g), none of the t values was significant 
for any of the comparisons (Table 9). When the selections were used 
as male parents (W22 r-g/r-g x dilute classes), the progeny of 
the light dilute class had a significantly greater mean coloration 
score than the progeny of the intermediate dilute class. The other 
two comparisons were not significant (Table 10). 
The significantly greater mean coloration score of the progeny 
of the light dilute class over that of the intermediate dilute, is 
surprising because the light dilute parental kernels had 7 times less 
pigment than the intermediate dilute ones. This indicates a reversal 
in degree of pigmentation between parent and progeny. Further tests 
will have to be done to confirm that result. 
It was shown (Table 7) that the three dilute classes originally 
selected were significantly different from one another in the amount 
of anthocyanin present as determined by the optical density measure­
ments. However, the differences in the mean pigmentation of their 
progeny were either not significant or in one case there was a reversal 
in degree of pigmentation between parent and progeny. These observa­
tions indicate that a given level of r-cu pigmentation is not 
heritable. Such non-heritability in r-cu expression defines its 
variable expression. 
In Figure 5, the variable expression of r-cu is clearly manifested 
in kernels isolated from a plant of genotype R-r/r-cu, Fcu/+ crossed 
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Table 9. Comparisons among the mean coloration scores of the progeny 
obtained by crossing plants grown from kernels of three 
different dilute classes, by a W22 r-g/r-g pollen tester 
Classes compared Mean t value d.f. 
Light dilute and 9.0 0.54 ns^ 13 
Intermediate dilute 8.3 
Light dilute and 9.0 0.99 ns 13 
Dark dilute 10.0 
Intermediate dilute and 8.3 1.90 ns 18 
Dark dilute 10.0 
^ns = t value not significant at 0.05 level. 
Table 10. Comparisons among the mean coloration scores of the progeny 
obtained by crossing a W22 r-g/r-g tester as female, with 
plants grown from three different dilute classes of kernels 
Classes compared Mean t value d.f. 




2.61 * 14 




0.20 ns^ 14 








t value not significant at 0.05 level. 
Probability of a greater t value <0.05. 
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by a W22 r-g/r-g tester. It is also apparent from the figure that the 
range of r-cu color expression is the same regardless of whether Feu 
is present (top row) or absent (bottom row). 
Another characteristic of r-cu is a tendency for the pigment to 
be expressed on the sides of the kernels, but absent from the crown 
end. In some instances, however, the whole kernel is darkly pigmented, 
which has been proved to be an inherent property of the r-cu 
allele, rather than a r-cu R change. This is illustrated in the 
test of plants from full colored kernels isolated from the cross: 
r-cu/r-r, Fcu/+ x r-g/r-g and testcrossed with W22 r-g/r-g. Among 
a total of 12 ears obtained from these full colored kernels, all 
segregated a range of dilutes, including 5 with variegated kernels 
that indicated the presence of Feu. Reciprocal crosses (W22 r-g/r-g 
X full color isolates) produced variably expressed dilutes but no 
mottled kernels, which is a characteristic of r-cu. That the r-cu 
allele was unchanged and the full color phenotype represents one 
extreme in the continuously graded levels of r-cu pigmentation, is 
deduced from the following observations: 1) all crosses produced 
the variably expressed dilute phenotype associated with r-cu, 2) the 
presence of kernels with a variegated phenotype (specific r-cu. Feu 
interaction) and 3) the complete absence of mottled kernels. 
The effect of dosage of the r-cu allele in determining the level 
of dilute coloration was investigated. The coloration scores obtained 
from Table 8 for the reciprocal pairs of ears with kernels of geno­
type r-cu/r-cu/r-g vs r-g/r-g/r-cu were compared within each of the 
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Figure 5. Variable expression of r-cu. The kernels were collected 
from the cross of a plant of genotype r-cu/R-r, Fcu/+ 
by a W22 r-g/r-g pollen tester. Genotype of kernels: 
top row, r-cii/r-co/t-g, Fcu/Fcu/+; bottom row, r-cu/r-cu/ 
IZ8» ±/±/± 
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three dilute classes : light dilute (column 2 vs column 3), intermediate 
dilute (column 5 vs column 6), and dark dilute (column 8 vs column 9). 
The comparisons were made using the paired samples t-statistic 
(Snedecor and Cochran, 1967) and the results are given in Table 11. 
The mean coloration score, in each of the dilute classes, for ears 
with kernels having 2 doses of the r-cu allele (r-cu/r-cu/r-g) was 
significantly higher, at the 5% probability level, than for ears with 
kernels that have only one dose of r-cu (r-g/r-g/r-cu). Taken 
individually, the mean coloration score values between the ears with 
kernels having 2 doses versus those with 1 dose of r-cu for the 
light-, intermediate-, and dark-dilute classes, were respectively, 
9:4.17, 8.30:2.50, and 10.0:3.90. 
Table 11. Comparisons of coloration scores of ears obtained from 
reciprocal testcrosses of plants of genotype r-cu/r-g 
grown from three different dilute classes of kernels 
Mean coloration scores 
of ears with kernels 
of genotype: 
Dilute class r-cu/r-cu/r-g r-g/r-g/r-cu t value 
Light dilute 9.00 4.17 4.87 * 
Intermediate dilute 8.30 2.50 8.33 * 
Dark dilute 10.00 3.90 6.87 * 
* = Probability of a greater t value <0.05. 
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Dosage relationships of r-cu and Feu in the induction of variegation 
In the section, "The components of the system", it was demonstrated 
that the aleurone color variegation of kernels from the Cuna tribal 
maize was dependent on the interaction of r-cu and an independently 
segregating factor. Feu. In reciprocal crosses of plants of genotype 
r-cu/r, Fcu/+ with an _r/r^ tester line, the pattern of variegation of 
kernels between the reciprocal pairs of ears appears different, 
although there is a greater uniformity within each ear. There are 
two types of kernels considering only the r-cu and Feu alleles; the 
pigmented sectors in kernels with 2 r-cu and 2 Feu are generally 
larger, more numerous and cover a greater area of the kernel surface 
than the sectors in kernels with 1 r-cu and 1 Feu. Further, when the 
plants are selfed, various readily differentiated patterns are pro­
duced as shown in Figure 6. 
These observations suggest that the degree of variegation might 
be the result of a dosage effect of r-cu and Feu. This was examined 
in two types of crosses; 1) From ear culture 4g 30SB34-1 (Table 4) 
dilute and colorless kernels were selected; the latter are expected 
to contain Feu in one-half of the kernels. Each of the plants was 
identified in reciprocal crosses to distinguish those that originated 
from dilute and colorless kernels. These crosses yielded ears with 
kernels having two combinations of levels of r-cu and Feu: 
r-cu/r-cu/r-g, Fcu/+/+ and r-cu/r-g/r-g, Fcu/Feu/+. 2) In the 
second series of crosses, plants from variegated kernels (r-eu/r-g, Fcu/+) 
of ear culture 4g 308B34—1 (Table 4) were crossed reciprocally with a 
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Figure 6. Different patterns of variegation following selfing 
of a plant of genotype r-cu/r, Fcu/+. 
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W22 r-g/r-g tester, producing ears with two other combinations of 
doses of r-cu and Feu; 2 r-cu, 2 Feu and 1 r-4:u, 1 Feu. 
Because the variegated kernels in each ear all possess the same 
combination of levels of r-cu and Feu, four different classes of 
ears with respect to r-cu and Feu dosage resulted (2 r-cu, 2 Feu; 
2 r-cu, 1 Feu; 1 r-cu, 2 Feu and 1 r-cu, 1 Feu). From each class, 
nine ears were taken and a procedure was followed to ensure an 
unbiased collection of kernels for analysis. By drawing a line with 
a red wax pencil from the base to the tip of the ear, the first 30 
variegated kernels in each ear starting frtHH the row next to the red 
line were removed. The collection was subject to the restriction 
that the variegated kernels had a colorless background. (This restric­
tion is necessary because r-cu conditions a variable dilute and some­
times a full colored phenotype that would make it impossible, otherwise, 
to asses the degree of variegation.) The 30 kernels from each ear were 
then affixed to a strip of scotch tape with the scutellum side pressed 
against the tape and analyzed as shown below. 
Determining the quantity of variegation presented a problem. In 
any given kernel there are both large and small colored sectors and 
counting the number of spots on a specified area of the kernel could 
not be used as the criterion for variegation level. Instead a set of 
kernels that would serve as a comparative standard was established. 
This standard set consists of 7 grades of variegation ranked from 2 
to 14 at two-point intervals, with 3 kernels per grade. The criterion 
used to establish each grade was based on the visual estimation of the 
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surface of the kernel opposite the scutellum covered by colored 
sectors; grade 2 indicates the least and 14 the most area of the 
kernel covered with colored sectors. The kernels on the strip of 
scotch tape were then matched to those in the standard set and scored. 
Intermediate values were given when a kernel was judged to fall 
between two of the grades in the standard. 
The variegation scores of the 30 kernels from each ear were 
averaged and the results are given in Table 12. It is apparent that 
the four genotypes fall into two groups: those with two doses of 
Feu (variegation score around 8.3) and those with one dose of Feu 
(variegation score around 3.7). In the group of kernels with 2 doses 
of Feu the mean variegation score value with one dose of r-cu is 
8.26 and with two doses of r-cu, 8.34. In the group with one Feu 
dose the respective values are 3.64 and 3.79. 
From the data in Table 12, the analysis of variance presented 
in Table 13 was computed. The sum of squares for combinations of 
levels of r-cu and Feu was partitioned into single degree of freedom 
components to test the importance of r-cu and Feu levels and the 
interaction between them in determining the degree of variegation. 
The only significant component was dose of Feu indicating that the 
degree of variegation is due exclusively to Feu dosage. There is 
a slight tendency for kernels with 2 doses of r-cu to have a greater 
degree of variegation than those with 1 dose (Table 12), but the 
difference is not significant (Table 13). 
Table 12. Variegation scores for kernels of four different genotypes 
Number of 
Genotype r-cu Feu Variegation score Mean 
r-cu/r-cu/r-H 
Fcu/Fcu/+ 
2 2 8.43 7.97 7.87 8.10 8.40 8.47 8.17 9.20 8.50 8.34 
r-cu/r-a/r-R 
Fcu/Fcu/-f 
1 2 7.77 8.27 8.23 8.73 7.83 8.70 8.50 8.00 8.33 8.26 
r-cu/r-cu/r-K 
FCU/±7± 
2 1 3.83 3.57 4.63 3.63 3.80 4.03 3.43 3.50 3.67 3.79 
Fcu/+/+ 
1 1 3.33 3.10 3.50 3.16 3.43 4.40 3.47 3.33 5.03 3.64 
^Each score is the average for 30 kernels from a single ear. 
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Table 13. Analysis of variance for variegation scores of kernels with 
four different combinations of r-cu and F-cu 
Source of variation d.f • M.S. 
Total 
Dosage combination 
of r-cu and F-cu 
35 
3 63.263267 307.11 * 
Doses of r-cu 1 0.009670 0.047 
Doses of F-cu 1 189.658803 920.70 
Doses of r-cu X 1 0.121335 0.59 
Doses of F-cu 
Experimental error 32 0.205994 
^ns = F value not significant at 0.05 level. 
* = Probability of a greater F <0.05. 
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R-mo (eu) : A newly-originated allele of the Feu eontrolling element 
system 
In the eourse of investigations of the Feu controlling element 
system described in the previous sections, a mottled aleurone pheno-
type was uncovered. This was unusual since the R allele conditioned 
the mottled phenotype even in two doses (R-mo(cu)/R-mo(eu)/r-g, Figure 
7) following transmission through the female gainetophyte. This R 
allele is designated R-mo(eu) where mo indicates mottled and cu indicates 
that it responds to Feu as will be described. 
The genealogy of the plant in which the•R-ao(cu) allele was 
originally identified is given in Figure 8. The left side of the 
scheme shows the phenotypic appearance of the kernels planted and the . 
row and plant number from which selections were made for further 
testing. The genotype and field row number of the pollen testers 
are given on the right side. 
Three crosses by Wjc» wx/wx were obtained with family 3 0324 
(Figure 8, line 3). Two of the crosses segregated approximately 50% 
full colored and 50% colorless and variably expressed dilute kernels, 
indicating that plants 3 0324-2 and 3 0324-3 were genotypically r-eu/R 
The third cross gave rise to ear culture 3 0324-4 having a phenotypic 
segregation consisting of the following three kernel types: colorless, 
variably expressed dilute and mottled (Figure 8, line 4). The first 
two types of kernels were expected based on the variable expression of 
r-cu. The mottled, however, was unexpected. The origin of the R-mo(cu) 
allele will be considered at the end of this section. 
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Figure 7. Mottling associated with the R-mo(cu) allele. The ear 
is the result of crossing a plant of genotype R-mo(cu)/R-r 
by a W22 r-g/r-g pollen tester. 
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Selections Pollen Testers 
Cuna tribal maize 
r-cu/r-cu, Fcu/Fcu 
Ig 110B112-2 
a-m(r) ShZ/a-m-l sh2, R/R 
Full colored & mottled 
r-cu/R, Feu/+ 
2 2412-2 
£ ^  wx/c sh wx, R/R 
2 1928 
Mottled 
3 0324-2 r-cu/R 
3 0324-3 r-cu/R 
3 0324-4 r-cu/R-mo(cu) 
X r/r, wx/wx 
Number of kernels from plant 3 0324-4 
R-mo(cu) mottled 
88 (13.07) 
dilute + colorless 
585 (86.93) 
Figure 8. Genealogy of plant 3 0324-4 which produced the initial 
identifiable mottled phenotype associated with R-mo(cu); 
family and plant identification and phenotypes and/or 
genotypes given where appropriate. 
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The three kernel types from the unusual phenotypic segregation 
of ear culture 3 0324-4 were used to test the basis for the allele 
conditioning the mottled behavior. The colorless types were test-
crossed by _r/£, wx/wx and produced 14 progeny ears; 6 segregated 
dilute and colorless kernels (ear genotype r-cu/r); the other 8 
showed mottled and colorless phenotypes (ear genotype R-mo(cu)/r). 
The testcrosses of the dilute sibs gave only colorless and dilute 
kernels (Table 14). 
The progeny segregation of the third type, mottled, is given in 
Table 15. The segregation of mottled kernels among the 8 crosses 
fluctuated between 17.13 and 46.27 percent. It was suspected that this 
inconsistent appearance of the mottled phenotype was influenced, at 
least in part, by genetic modifiers of the particular _r tester. Two 
different r^ testers were used to test this possibility. 
Mottled kernels were selected from ear culture 4 1037-5 (Table 15) 
and the plants crossed by either, the highly inbred W22 r-g/r-g line 
or the _r/_r, wx/wx tester. The results are presented in Table 16. With 
the W22 r-g/r-g parent none of the 13 crosses gave a Chi-square value 
significant at the 5% level of probability. However, the deviations 
from 1:1 were significant when the r^/_r, wx/wx tester was utilized, 
demonstrating that the erratic expression of the mottled phenotype can 
be entirely attributed to the r_ tester stock previously used. 
No kernels with a full color phenotype were obtained in any of 
the 17 ears analyzed in Table 16; this indicates that if full colored 
derivatives are obtainable from R-mo (cu) their frequency is less than 
one in 2600 gametes. 
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Table 14. Progeny segregation of plants from dilute kernels of 
ear culture 3 0324-4 crossed by an MX/VX tester (%) 
Number of kernels 
Row and 
plant no. Colorless Dilute Total 
4 1038-1 209(49.06) 217(50.94) 426 
-2 247(52.22) 226(47.78) 473 
-3 190(54.13) 161(45.87) 351 
-4 153(51.52) 144(48.48) 297 
-5 156(49.37) 160(50.63) 316 
—6 159(54.08) 135(45.92) 294 
-7 214(51.94) 198(48.06) 412 
-8 206(55.98) 162(44.02) 368 
-9 180(49.05) 187(50.95) 367 
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Table 15. Progeny segregation of plants from mottled kernels of 
ear culture 3 0324-4 crossed by an £/_r, WX/TOC tester (%) 
Number of kernels 
Row and 
plant no. Colorless Mottled Total 
4 1037-1 209(78.28) 58(21.72) 267 
-2 309(77.64) 89(22.36) 398 
-3 421(82.87) 87(17.13) 508 
-4 330(79.90) 83(20.10) 413 
-5 245(53.73) 211(46.27) 456 
—6 368(67.28) 179(32.72) 547 
-7 239(64.77) 130(35.23) 369 
—8 216(70.36) 91(29.64) 307 
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Table 16. Phenotypic segregations from testcrosses of mottled 
progeny by different r testers (%) 
R-mo(cu)/r X W22 r-g/r-g or wx/wx 
Number of kernels 
Row and 2^ plant no. Colorless Mottled Total X 
5 4550-1 197(47.70) 216(52.30) 413 0.87 b ns 
-2 200(47.39) 222(52.61) 422 1.15 ns 
-3 138(47.75) 151(52.25) 289 0.58 ns 
-4 198(53.51) 172(46.49) 370 1.83 ns 
-5 116(44.62) 144(55.38) 260 3.02 ns 
—6 217(50.00) 217(50.00) 434 0.00 ns 
-7 182(45.27) 220(54.73) 402 3.59 ns 
-8 185(46.84) 210(53.16) 395 1.58 ns 
5 4552-1 174(53.21) 153(46.79) 327 1.35 ns 
-2 155(46.55) 178(53.45) 333 1.59 ns 
-3 200(53.91) 171(46.09) 371 2.27 ns 
-4 117(47.37) 130(52.63) 247 0.68 ns 
-5 184(51.83) 171(48.17) 355 0.48 ns 
256(76.42) 79(23.58) 335 93.52 * 
-7^= 267(78.99) 71(21.01) 338 113.66 * 
-®c 232(72.50) 88(27.50) 320 64.80 * 
-9= 370(82.41) 79(17.59) 449 188.60 * 
a 2 
X value for a segregation of 1 mottledzl colorless. 
^ns = not significant at the 0.05 level. 
^Indicates crosses by the ^ /r, wx/wx tester. 
2 
*Probability of a greater x <0.05. 
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It can be concluded that R-mo(cu) is an allele of the Feu 
controlling element system since in the combination R-mo(cu), Feu 
a variegated phenotype is produced. Proof for this will now be given. 
Plants from mottled kernels (genotype R-mo(cu)/r) of ear culture 
4 1037-5 (Table 15) were crossed by r^/_r plants some of which are 
expected to be segregating for Feu. The presence or absence of Feu 
in these plants was determined in crosses with the Feu tester, r-eu/r. 
The data are presented in Table 17. The results show that when Feu is 
present in the male parent variegated kernels are produced; conversely, 
no variegation occurs in the absence of Feu. 
From this demonstrated response of R-mo(cu) to Feu it can be 
concluded that R-mo(cu) is an allele of the Feu controlling element 
system and the receptor element in the r-eu allele must also be present 
in the R-mo(cu) allele. 
The genealogy of the plant which produced the ear segregating 
the original identifiable expression of R-mo(cu) is depicted in Figure 
8. The exact origin of the allele is not shown, however. This problem 
will now be considered. 
Mottled and full color kernel types appeared among the segregating 
progeny of the cross: Cuna tribal maize x a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2, R/R 
(Figure 8, lines 1 and 2) and were selected for further testing. It 
must be kept in mind that kernels of genotype r-eu/r-eu/R can be 
phenotypieally full colored or mottled as was shown in the section, 
"The components of the system". In the second generation, plant 
2 2412-2 (genotype, r-cu/R; Figure 8, line 2) was crossed by 
c sh wx/c sh wx (family 2 1928; Figure 8, line 2). From this cross 
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Table 17. The responsiveness of ' R-aO (cu) to the variegation 
Inducing factor Fcu^ 
R-mo(cu)/r x Feu line 
Cross 

































All ears segregated colorless and mottled kernels. 
+ = presence; - = absence. 
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mottled kernels (family 3 0324; Figure 8, line 3) were selected 
for further testing. 
Three crosses by the pollen parent r^/r^, WX/VTX were obtained 
in family 3 0324. Two of the plants in this family were confirmed 
to be of genotype r-cu/R. The third plant (3 0324-4) expressed the 
initial identifiable R-mo(cu)-induced mottled phenotype. There are 
two alternative hypotheses for the origin of the R-moÇcu) allele: 
1) The c sh wx/c sh wx stock (Figure 8, line 2) was segregating for 
R-mo (cu); if this is true the c^ sh wx/c sh wx stock (family 2 1928 ; 
Figure 8, line 2) must be polymorphic at the R locus since two of the 
plants in family 3 0324 were genotypically r-cu/R (Figure 8, line 3). 
2) The R-mo(cu) allele originated in plant 3 0324-4 where it was 
originally identified; if this were the case, family 2 1928 (Figure 8, 
line 2) is genotypically R/R and the change from ^  to R-mo(cu) must 
have taken place very early in the development of plant 3 0324-4 
(Figure 8, line 3). 
The first hypothesis, that of the presence of R-mo(cu) in the 
c sh wx/c sh wx pollen tester (Figure 8, line 2), was tested in two 
ways: first by analyzing the pedigree of the _c sh wx/c sh wx stock 
and second, by testcrossing this stock with an r^/_r tester. In both 
instances the sh wx/c sh wx pollen tester was confirmed to be 
genotypically R/R. 
The second hypothesis, that R-mo(cu) originated very early 
in the development of plant 3 0324-4 by a somatic change from R to 
R-mo(cu), is the most plausible one based on the following observation. 
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R-mo Çcu) is responsive to Feu because the combination R-mo (cu), Feu 
produces a variegated aleurone phenotype, whereas in the absence of 
Feu no variegation is produced (Table 17). This observation leads to 
the conclusion that very early in the development of plant 3 0324-4 
(genotype r-cu/R) the element which makes r-cu receptive to Feu 
also became a part of the R allele. As a result, the new R allele 
[R-mo (cu) 3 has an altered pigmenting potential (mottled) and is also 
receptive to Feu. 
Proof for the Presence of Dt and Ba in the Cuna Tribal Maize 
The determination of the presence of and ^  in the Cuna tribal 
maize will be considered together because both were identified in 
the descendants of one original cross. 
Colored kernels originating from the cross a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2 
X Cuna tribal maize (Figure 9, line 1) were selected and grown as 
family 2 2431 (Figure 9, line 2). Two plants (2 2431-2 and 2 2431-3) 
were pollinated by a-dt sh2/a-dt sh2 and produced ears containing 
colored, spotted and colorless kernels in relative frequencies of 
2:1:1. The progeny of ear culture 2 2431—3 (Figure 9, line 3) was 
chosen for further studies. 
Spots on some of the kernels of ear 2 2431-3 could arise from 
the action of ^  on a-m(r) Sh2 or of on a-dt. To distinguish the 
causal basis for the spots, plants grown from the colorless and spotted 
kernels were tested with the ^  tester a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2. (It is 
expected that this tester when crossed with the spotted class would 
Figure 9. Series of crosses leading to the confirmation of the 
presence of ^  and Dt in the Cuna tribal maize population. 
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a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2 Cuna tribal maize 
Colored kernels 
2 2431-2 .A/a-ffl(r) Sh2 
2 2431-3 A/a^(r) Sh2 
T 
a-dt shZ/a-rdt sh2 
Genotype, phenotype and relative frequency of the testcross 
Genotype Phenotype Rel. Frequency 
A/a-dt sh2 colored 2 
a-m(r) Sh2/a-dt sh2 spotted (a) 1 
a-m(r) Sh2/a-dt sh2 colorless 
1 
(b) 1 
Testcrosses of the colorless progeny of 2 2431-3 
3 0340-5 (colorless) 
X 
a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2 
3 0340-6 (colorless) 
X 
a^(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2 
29 (7.7%) spotted round 





(a) The spots are due to Dt but some kernels contain a very 
weak ^  (Table 21 and explanation in text). 
(b) Some of these kernels contain a very weak ^  as explained 
in the text. 
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again produce spotted kernels and the phenotypic segregation would 
distinguish between Dt and En. Similar tests with the colorless 
class, however, are not expected to produce any kernels with spots). 
On the assumption that either an independently segregating En 
or ^  is the cause of the spots, the percentage values of the expected 
phenotypes arising from the cross a-m(r) Sh2/a—dt sh2. En or x 
a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2 are given in Table 18. 
The results of the crosses of the spotted progeny from ear culture 
2 2431-3 (Figure 9, line 3) by the En tester a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2 are 
presented in Table 19. Examination of the shrunken kernels of geno­
type a-dt sh2/a-m-l sh2 (Table 19, column 5) revealed the presence of 
intensely pigmented spots on a uniformly dark pale background. This 
is the phenotype expected from the heterozygote a-m-1 sh2/a-dt sh2 with 
Dt, because the a-m-1 allele expressed the uniform dark pale pigmenta­
tion indicating no effect from The intensely colored spots arise 
from the Dt effect causing the mutation of a-dt to A, accounting for 
the full colored spots on a dark pale background. (In the presence of 
En the pigmenting capacity of a-m-1 is suppressed until a mutation 
event occurs, leading to a phenotype consisting of colored spots on 
a colorless background; none were observed among the shrunken kernels») 
On the basis of the results of this test, it was hypothesized 
that the cause of the spots was the action of D^ on a-dt. Using the 
expectations in Table 18 for a Dt segregating independently of the ^  
locus, the expected number of kernels in each of the phenotypic 
classes of Table 19 was computed and Chi-square values calculated. 
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Table 18. Expected percentage phenotypic segregation based on 
the presence of ^  or from the cross; 
a-m(r) Sh2/a-dt sh2 En or Dt x a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2 
Round (Sh2) 
Pale 
En or Dt 
Colorless 
En or Dt 
Spotted 
En or Dt 
12.5 25.0 25.0 37.5 37.5 12.5 
Shrunken(sh2) 
Pale 
En or Dt 
Spotted 
En^ or . Dt^ 
12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 
Spots on colorless background. 
Spots on pale background. 
Table 19. Phenotyplc segregation In crosses of plants from spotted kernels of genotype 
a-m(r) Sh2/a-dt 8h2 by the tester a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2, wx/wx 























































^The spots are small, uniform in size, and low in frequency. 
^Includes kernels with full colored spots on a pale background, 
c 2 X value for one independently segregating Dt. 
^ns = not significant at 0.05 level. 
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None of the values were significant at the 5% level of probability 
(Table 19, column 7) which, supports the hypothesis that the cause 
of the spots on some of the kernels of ear culture 2 2431-3 arises 
from the action of Dt on a-dt. 
The colorless progeny (genotype a-m(r) Sh2/a-dt sh2) of ear 
2 2431-3 (Figure 9, line 3) when pollinated by the En tester 
a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-1 sh2 are not expected to produce any spotted kernels 
due to Dt action. Fine dots of a very low frequency did appear among 
the round kernels of two ear cultures out of 4 crosses: 3 0340-5 
and 3 0340-6 (Figure 9, line 5). This result was not expected but 
could be accomodated if it was assumed that Di[ was present in some 
of the colorless kernels planted but its effect on a-dt was not 
expressed. 
Some of the kernels of ear culture 3 0340-5 (Figure 9, line 5) 
with infrequent spots, have a pale pigmented background characteristic 
of the a-m-1 allele. This suggests that Dt. is not the cause of the 
infrequent spots for the following reason: the pale spotted kernels 
(all round, Sh2; Figure 9, line 5) are of genotype a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-1 sh2 
because they are part of the progeny from the cross a-m(r) Sh2/a-dt sh2 
(colorless) x a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-1 sh2 (Figure 9, line 5), and sh2 is 
very tightly linked to the a^ locus (0.25 map units). Neither a-m(r) 
nor a-m-1 are responsive to D^; therefore, it is postulated that the 
very infrequent spots on some of the pale round kernels of ear culture 
3 0340-5 (Figure 9, line 5) result from very weak ^  activity. 
In a preliminary test in the greenhouse to test for the presence 
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of a weak En, spotted progeny of ear culture 3 0340-6 (Figure 9, line 5) 
was crossed with a-dt sh2 pollen. (On the assumption that the cause 
of the spots is it is expected that some of the kernels would be 
of genotype a-m(r) Sh2/a-^(r) Sh2; on the other hand, if the spots 
were caused by Dt, the spotted kernels should be genotypically 
a-m(r) Sh2/a-dt sh2. Among 5 crosses (spotted progeny of 3 0340-6 
X a-dt sh2), two segregated shrunken kernels (a-dt sh2/a-dt sh2) which 
had absolutely no dots and, therefore, lacked Dt. The other three 
plants were confirmed to be a-m(r) Sh2/a-m(r) Sh2. The expectation on 
the assumption that ^  is the cause of the spots is fulfilled. 
Three conclusions can be presented on the basis of these results : 
1) Dt is present in the Cuna tribal maize as shown by the results in 
Table 19. 2) ^  with very weak activity is also present in the Cuna 
tribal maize as indicated by the observation that some of the spotted 
kernels of ear culture 3 0340-6 (Figure 9, line 5) were genotypically 
a-m(r) Sh2/a-m(r) Sh2. 3) ^  activity is separable from activity 
based on the complete absence of spotted shrunken kernels (a-dt sh2/ 
a-dt sh2) from two plants grown from the spqtted progeny of ear culture 
3 0340-6 (Figure 9, line 5) and tested with a-dt sh2 pollen. 
Based on these three conclusions, several predictions can be 
made: 
A) Some of the ear cultures listed in Table 19, which are 
derived from the spotted kernels of ear 2 2431-3 (Figure 9, 
line 3) should contain a very weak in addition to Dt; 
others should only contain Dt. It will be shown that ear 
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culture 3 0341-3 (Table 19) has only and ear culture 
3 0341-4 CTable 19) has Dt^ as well as a very weak En» 
B) Testcrosses of the spotted kernels of Table 19 (column 4) 
by a-dt-m-1 should produce progeny with a larger number of 
spots of varying size and shape than the more uniform 
and less frequent spots from the combination a-dt, Dt 
(a-dt-m-1 is very sensitive to Dit as shown by Nuffer, 1961). 
C) Because ^  has very weak activity and because a-dt—m-1 
with DC will express very heavy spotted pattern, only few 
kernels with very infrequent spots should be produced when 
spotted progeny, a-m(r) Sh2/a-dt sh2, are crossed with 
a-dt-m-1 pollen- [The spotted progeny, a-m(r) Sh2/a-dt sh2, 
were selected from the cross a-m(r) Sh2/a-m(r) Sh2 (spotted) 
X a-dt sh2/a-dt sh2; the a-m(r) Sh2./a-m(r) Sh2 (spotted) 
parent is part of the progeny of ear culture 3 0340-6 
(Figure 9, line 5)]. 
D) The pale spotted round kernels of ear culture 3 0340-5 
(Figure 9, line 5) should be a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2 in genotype 
and thus contain En. The pale pigmentation of the kernels 
would be the result of the expression of the a-m-1 allele. 
The a-m(r) allele is inferred on the basis of the tight 
linkage between ^  and sh2. 
The first prediction that some ear cultures of Table 19 should 
contain and a very weak whereas others should contain only ^  
was tested in the following manner. Pale round progeny of genotype 
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a-mÇr) Sh2/a-m-l sh2 from ear cultures 3 0341-3 and 3 0341-4 (Table 
19) were individually identified, crossed by a-dt sh2/a-dt sh2 and used 
to pollinate a-m(r) Sh2/a-m—1 sh2 plants. The results of the test 
of the pale round progeny of ear cultures 3 0341-3 and 3 0341-4 are 
given in Tables 20 and 21, respectively. 
The data in Table 20 reveals that none of the crosses with 
a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2 produced kernels with spots, indicating that 
En was not present in ear culture 3 0341-3. Among the ears obtained 
with a-dt sh2/a-dt sh2, 12 segregated spotted kernels and 11 did not, 
which indicates that Dt was present in ear culture 3 0341-3. Further­
more, this 12:11 segregation is consistent with one D;t segregating 
independently of the ^  locus, since the Chi-square value of 0.043 for 
a 1:1 segregation (1 ear with spotted kernels;! ear with no spotted 
kernels) is not significant at the 5Z level of probability. This 
agrees with the results in Table 19 which suggested the presence of 
one ^  not linked to 
The results of tests of the pale kernels [a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2] 
of ear culture 3 0341-4 presented in Table 21, show that at least 4 
plants contained a very weak ^  as indicated by the crosses with the 
tester a-m(r) Sh2/a-m~l sh2. The majority of the cases in which the 
presence of spots was observed with the a-dt sh2/a-dt sh2 tester are 
most probably the result of ^  activity; this is inferred from the 
observation that the ^  element identified has very weak activity and 
would not contribute to the observed spotting behavior since a + 
score (spots) for the presence of an element was given only if an 
ear contained at least 10 spotted kernels. 
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Table 20. Results of crossing plants from pale kernels of genotype 
a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2 from ear culture 3 0341-3 (Table 19) 
with 2 different testers 
Presence of spots^ 
Row and 
plant no. x a-dt sh2/à-dt sh2 on a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2 
4 3354-1 + 























= presence; - = absence; + given if at least 10 kernels have spots. 
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Table 21. Results of crossing plants from pale kernels of genotype 
a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2 from ear culture 3 0341-4 (Table 20) 
with 2 different testers 
Presence of spots^ 
Row and 
plant no. X a-dt sh2/a-dt sh2 on a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2 
4 3356-1 + _ 
-2 + 
"b 
-3 — 1 
-4 + -
-5 + 1 
-6 + -
—7 





4 3357-1 + -
—Z 






= presence; - = absence; + given if at least 10 kernels have spots. 
^Indicates the number of kernels with spots. 
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The first prediction (A) that some ears in Table 19 should contain 
only Dt and others should have both ^  and a very weak to, has been 
fulfilled with, ear cultures 3 0341-3 and 3 0341-4 (Tables 20 and 21, 
respectively). 
The second prediction (B) that kernels with large number of spots 
of varying size and shape should be produced from crosses of the spotted 
progeny of Table 19 (column 4) with a-dt-m-1, was tested as follows. 
Spotted kernels from ear culture 3 0341-3 were selected and the plants 
pollinated with the homozygous tester a-dt-m-1, wx; in addition, since 
the spotted kernels were Ws/wx a test for linkage of Dt to vx can 
be made. The results are given in Table 22. The spots on the 
kernels were as predicted (numerous and of variable size and shape) 
based on the effect of Dt on a-dt-m-1. The Chi-square values were not 
significant on the assumption of a D^ not linked to either ^  or wx. 
The observation that the spots on the kernels were very numerous 
and of variable size and shape fulfills the second prediction (B) and 
confirms the presence of Dt in the Cuna tribal maize. 
On the basis of the third prediction (C), the cause of the 
fine and infrequent spots on a few of the kernels of ear culture 
3 0340-6 (Figure 9, line 5) is the effect of a weak ^  and not the 
result of Dt activity. [This was suggested because, of the 5 spotted 
kernels (Figure 9, line 5) tested, 3 were of genotype a-m(r) Sh2/ 
a-m(r) Sh2]. That, in fact, Dt is not the cause of the spots was 
confirmed in the following manner: a) from a plant of genotype 
a-a(r) Sh2/a-a(r) Sh2, obtained from one of the spotted kernels of 
Table 22. Phenotypic segregation in crosses of plants from dotted kernels of genotype 
a-m(r) Sh2/a-dt 8h2, Wx/wx with an a-dt-m-l/a-dt-m-l, wx/wx tester 
Number of kernels 
Row and Colorless Colorless Dotted Dotted 2% plant no. Wx wx Wx^ wx^ Total X 
5 1913-1 104 117 138 128 487 5.26 ns^ 
-2 81 81 71 78 311 0.86 ns 
-3 85 81 83 85 334 0.13 ns 
5 1914-1 137 132 122 134 525 0.97 ns 
-2 97 83 96 105 381 2.61 ns 
5 1916-1 95 74 96 74 339 5.46 ns 
-2 74 90 75 71 310 2.80 ns 
-3 105 99 97 102 403 0.36 ns 
The spots on the kernels are very numerous and of variable size and shape. 
value for one Dt element segregating independently of the a locus and the TO locus, 
c 2 
ns = X not significant at 0.05 level. 
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of ear culture 3 0340-6 (Figure 9, line 5), spotted kernels were 
selected following testcrossing with a-dt sh2 pollen; b) plants from 
these spotted keméls were crossed with a-dt-m-l/a-dt-m-1. If 
was present, kernels with a-dt-m-1 should produce a large number of 
spots of variable size and shape. However, on the basis of a weak 
En as the cause of the spots, only a few kernels with infrequent 
spots should be produced because En has no effect on a—dt-m-1. 
Eight crosses were obtained with a-dt-m-1 and in five ears a 
few kernels were observed with a very low frequency of spots; the 
other three showed only colorless kernels. This is what is expected 
with a weak since even the very sensitive a-dt-m-1 (Dt responsive) 
is not affected by En. 
The fourth prediction (D) is based on results from the following 
cross (Figure 9, line 4): a-m(r) Sh2/a-dt sh2 (colorless, 3 0340-5) 
X a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2. Twenty nine infrequently spotted round 
kernels were obtained, some of which had a pale background pigmentation. 
The round phenotype indicates that the kernels contain a-m(r) Sh2 as 
a result of the very tight linkage between ^  and sh2; if the pale 
pigmentation is due to a-m-1 then the kernels are of genotype 
a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-1 sh2 and the cause of the spots must be ^  since 
both a-m(r) and a-m-1 are specifically responsive to to. The results 
of crosses with a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-1 sh2 confirmed that the infrequently 
spotted pale round kernels contained a-m-1 sh2 and thus confirmed the 
presence of the weak En. 
The very weak activity of the ^  element is shown in Table 23. 
Table 23. Phenotypic segregation in crosses of plants from kernels of genotype 
a-m(r) Sh2/a-dt 3h2 containing a weak ^  derived from the Cuna tribal maize 
by an a-dt 3h2/a-dt sh2 tester stock 
Number of kernels 
Row and Colorless Spotted Colorless Spotted Total 
plant no. Sh2 Sh2 sh2 sh2 
5 1854-1 196 6 206 0 408 
-2 234 7 215 0 456 
-3 130 7 130 0 267 
-4 169 2 155 0 326 
-5 171 3 184 0 358 
-6 193 3 199 0 395 
-7 215 5 257 0 477 
-8 171 9 177 0 357 
-9 200 16 214 0 430 
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The very low frequency of spotted kernels is clearly evident. 
In summary, ear culture 2 2431-3 contained both and a very 
weak Their origin must be the Cuna tribal maize since the 
a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2 tester stock, used in the initial cross (Figure 9, 
line 1), is known to be completely devoid of these elements. 
In another series of crosses not reported herein and unrelated 
to those presented in this section, the weak ^  element has also 
been identified. 
In the course of these investigations, the weak ^  has been 
observed in three instances to become fully active, with strong 
suppressor and mutator activités. 
Relationship of the Feu Controlling Element System 
to Other Systems in Maize 
The general test 
Controlling element systems in maize are specific in the response 
of a receptor element of a system to a specific regulatory element. 
This is illustrated by the exclusiveness of the response of _I to 
En(Spm), ^  to ^  and ^  to Dt. Such specificity is the basis for 
the establishment of different systems. 
This specificity provides two ways in which the elements of a 
new system can be tested for homology to established systems. Either 
the regulatory element of the new system is tested for interaction 
with receptor element alleles of the established systems, or the 
regulatory elements of the latter are tested with the receptor 
element alleles of the former. The first alternative was used in 
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tests with the ^  and ^  systems, and the second was utilized with 
the Dt system. Tests were conducted with two other systems not 
widely known nor extensively studied (spotted-dilute and Ac-R), as 
well as for some phenomena associated with R-st. 
The specific tests 
Relationship to En(Spm) Colored progeny from the cross 
a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2 x Cuna tribal maize (r-cu/r-cu. Feu/Feu) were 
crossed as males on two testers, a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2 and Tests 
with _r/_r confirmed the presence of Feu in the plants. On the 
assumption that En and Feu are not elements of the same system, it is 
expected that no mutability (expressed as colored spots on a colorless 
background) should result in the crosses with the ^  tester a-m(r) Sh2/ 
a-m-1 sh2. 
The majority of the ears showed no evidence of Ea activity, but 
a few contained one to five kernels with very infrequent and fine 
spots. There is no correlation between the presence of Feu and the 
expression of En-induced mutability. The plants were all confirmed 
to carry Feu. (The manifestation of weak ^  activity was not surprising, 
since the Cuna tribal maize had been shown, in other series of crosses, 
to contain an ^  element with very weak suppressor and mutator 
activity.) 
Although there is no correlation between the presence of Feu 
and En-induced mutability, the possibility still remains that Feu 
might have very weak ^  activity. The kernels with very infrequent 
spots were selected and the resulting plants crossed in two ways: 
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as females by a-mÇr) Sh2/a-m-1 sh2 and as males on the Feu tester, 
r-cu/r. On the assumption that Feu has very weak activity, each 
of the tested plants should carry Feu. The results of the tests are 
presented in Table 24. 
Among 14 plants for which the presence or absence of Feu could 
be clearly established, 6 actually contained Feu. Each of the plants 
should have ^  since they, arose from kernels expressing weak En 
activity; however, only 9,of the 17 tested by a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2 
showed at least one kernel with spots, a result most certainly due 
to the low activity of the En element. The presence of. Feu in only 
some of the ears indicates that Feu has no ^  activity. 
Even if consideration is given to only those plants that showed 
at least some weak ^  activity. Table 24 reveals that not all plants 
contained Feu. The weak ^  expression cannot be attributed to Feu, 
thus clearly establishing that ^  and Feu must belong to different 
systems. 
Relationship to Dt The relationship of the system to 
Feu was tested in the following manner ; fully colored and mottled 
kernels were selected from the cross r-cu/r, A/A x a-dt/a-dt, Dt/Pt, 
^R; plants from these kernels were tested in two ways, as females 
by W22 r-g/r-g and as males on a-dt/a-dt. The a-dt/a-dt tester is used 
to confirm the presence of in the tested plants. The genetic 
constitution of one-half of the plants, at the _r locus, is expected 
to be R/r-cu; on the assumption that Feu and are elements of the 
same system, it is expected that those plants genotypically R/r-cu 
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Table 24. Results of crosses of plants from spotted kernels 
containing a very weak ^  with the ^  tester 
a-m(r) Sh2/a-m-l sh2 and with the Feu tester r-cu/r 
No. of spotted kernels Presence of variegation 
Row and in crosses with the in crosses with the 
plant no. En tester Feu tester^ 
5 1840-1 23 -
-2 1 no cross available 
-3 7 — 
-5 0 
-6 0 + 
—8 0 + 
-11 0 -
5 1841-1 4 + 
-2 0 no cross available 
-3 0 -





-10 0 + 
-11 3 + 
= presence; - = absence. 
= degree of mottling too dense to allow detection of Feu 
induced variegation. 
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and containing should produce variegated kernels when tested by 
W22 r-g/r-g. No variegation is expected if Dt and Feu are elements 
of different systems. The results are given in Table 25. 
The crosses with the Dt tester a-dt/a-dt indicate that each one 
of the plants contained (Table 25). However, none of the R/r-cu 
plants produced any variegated kernels, nor expressed mutability of 
any kind, which leads to the conclusion that Feu and Dt. not 
functionally homologous. 
Relationship to ^  The functional homology between Feu 
and ^  was studied using the homozygous stocks C-I Ds and G Ds 
obtained from the Maize Genetics Cooperative. 
C-I is a dominant allele at the jC locus which inhibits pigmenta­
tion of the aleurone layer of maize kernels. ^ induces chromosomal 
breaks at the site of Ds proximal to C-I (MeClintoek, 1951) on the 
short arm of chromosome 9. This results in the loss of the chromosome 
segment carrying G-I and the consequent expression of pigmentation 
by the C^ allele in kernels heterozygotes for C^ and C-I Ds. The 
resulting phenotype consists of colored sectors on a colorless back­
ground (McClintock, 1951). 
In the case of C Ds, loss of the jC carrying chromosome segment 
is manifested as colorless areas on a colored background in kernels 
heterozygotes for G Ds and £ (McClintock, 1951). 
Plants from variegated kernels of genotype r-cu/r, C/C, Fcu/+ 
were pollinated by either G-I Ds or C Ds. On the assumption that Feu 
and ^  are elements of the same system, crosses with C-I Ds should 
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Table 25. Results of crosses of plants of genotype A/a-dt, Dt/+, 
R/r-cu or r^ with a-dt/a-dt and W22 r—g/r-g testers 
Presence of 
Row and Presence of dots variegation^with Genotype of 
plant no. with a-dt/a-dt^ W22 r-g/r-g plant 
5 4547-1 + R/r 
-2 + R/r 
-3 + R/r-cu 
-4 + R/r-cu 
-5 + R/r-cu 
-6 + R/r 
-7 + R/r 
—8 + R/r 
-9 + - R/r-cu 
-10 + R/r-cu 
-11 + R/r 
indicates that ^  is present in the plant, 
indicates that no variegation was observed. 
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result in kernels with colored sectors on a colorless background; 
among 12 ears, no kernels expressing loss of C-I activity were observed. 
From 2 plants that had been crossed with C Ds/C Ds, variegated 
kernels of genotype r-cu/R, C Ds/C, Fcu/4- were selected and the 
resulting plants pollinated with a homozygous c_ ^  wx stock. Among 
18 crosses, no instances of loss of C activity were observed. 
Furthermore, the kernels were all uniformly round (Sh) with no shrunken 
(sh) sectors; this is expected if Feu does not have ^  activity. 
(Chromosome breaks at followed by chromosome replication and fusion 
of broken ends, results in the initiation of the B-B-F cycle with 
the subsequent loss of gene markers proximal to Ds; if this occurred 
kernels with ^  and sh sectors should be produced). 
Based on the inability of Feu to induce breaks in chromosome 9 
at the site of Ds, the conclusion is reached that Feu does not have 
Ac activity. 
Relationship to the spotted-dilute system The spotting factor, 
Spf, has an effect upon particular R alleles. It is expressed as 
sectors of full color on a colorless or dilute background depending 
on the absence or presence of a second factor designated Dil (Sastry 
and Kurmi, 1970). 
Stocks carrying Spf, Dil and responsive R alleles were kindly 
provided by Dr. K. J. Sastry. 
The relationship between Feu and Spf was investigated by bringing 
together in the same nuclei R-r, Dil and Feu or r-cu and Spf, and 
examining kernels for the expression of aleurone color variegation. 
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Plants from dilute kernels obtained from the cross R-r/r-r, Dil/+ 
X xjr^ and from selfing an R-r/r-r, Dil/+, Spf/+ individual, were 
pollinated by plants of an r^/r^ line that was known to be segregating 
for Feu (Feu line). The plants of the Feu line were identified and 
tested for the presence or absence of Feu using the Feu tester r-cu/r. 
It is expected that if Feu is functionally homologous to Spf, variegated 
kernels should be produced in every instance in which the male parent 
plants are confirmed to contain Feu» 
The results in Table 26 indicate that each male plant confirmed 
to contain Feu, produced variegated kernels when pollinated on the 
R-r, Dil female plants. Conversely, no variegated kernels were observed 
if Feu was confirmed to be absent from the male parent plants. This 
establishes that Feu and Spf are functionally homologous. 
Because Feu induces variegation when in combination with R-r 
and Dil, it is expected that Spf will induce mutability of the r-cu 
allele. Accordingly, plants from dilute kernels of genotype r-cu/r-r 
were pollinated by plants of a family segregating for Spf. The latter 
were identified and tested by an R-r Dil stock to confirm the presence 
or absence of Spf. The results in Table 27 indicate that no variegation 
occurred in any of the crosses (Column 1), whether the male parent 
contained Spf or not (Column 2). 
Three possibilities can be considered for the apparent inability 
of Spf to induce mutability of the r-cu allele: 1) the receptor 
element at r-cu (which makes it responsive to Feu) does not respond 
to Spf, 2) Spf is not transmitted through the pollen and 3) two doses 
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Table 26. Results of crosses of plants from dilute kernels of 
genotype R-r/-, Dil/- by an Tjr_ line segregating for Feu 
Presence of variegated Presence of Feu in 
Cross kernels^ in male parent 
5 4607-1/4625-9 + + 
—2/4626—2 — — 
—3/4626—2 — — 
—4/4626—2 — — 
—5/4626—2 — — 
—6/4626—2 — — 
—7/4626—4 — — 
—8/4626—6 + + 
—9/4626—7 + + 
-10/4628-7 + + 
—11/4628—9 + + 
-12/4628-9 + + 
-13/4628-10 + + 
5 4605-1/4626-7 +. + 
—2/4628—5 + + 
—3/4628—9 + + 
-4/4628-10 + + 
-5/4628-10 + + 
—6/4625—10 — — 
—7/4625—6 — — 
= presence; - = absence. 
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Table 27. Results of crosses of plants from dilute kernels of 




Presence of Spf in 
male parent 
5 4604-1/4606-1 - + 
-2/4606-1 - + 
-3/4606-1 - •f 








5 4603-1/4606-2 - + 
-2/4606-2 - + 
-3/4606-3 - + 
-4/4606-5 - + 
-5/4606-6 - + 









= presence; — = absence. 
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of Spf are required for r-cu-associated variegation to occur. It is 
not possible, at this point, to decide which of the three possibilities 
enumerated above can account for the inability of r-cu to respond to 
S2f. 
The spotted-dilute system is different from the r-cu. Feu system 
in the control of the expression of the dilute phenotype. The dilute 
expression in the spotted-dilute system arises from the interaction 
of particular R alleles with a Diluting factor (Dil) which is not 
linked to R (Sastry and Kurmi, 1970). Once the responsive R alleles 
are freed from Spf and Dil, a full color pigmentation is produced- and 
the R alleles become completely insensitive to both Dil and Spf. 
What appear to be fully colored kernels are sometimes observed 
in ears segregating for r-cu. This raises the question as to their 
nature; are the full colored types the result of the segregation of 
r-cu from a factor similar to Dil? Or, is the full pigmentation one 
extreme in the variable dilute expression of r-cu? The results of the 
following tests will show that the full color types are one extreme 
in the range of expressiveness of the r-cu allele. 
From the cross r-cu/r-r, Fcu/4- (variegated) x W22 r-g/r-g fully 
colored kernels were collected and the plants testcrossed with W22 
r-g/r-g. Twelves ears were obtained and all showed the presence of 
r-cu as revealed by the variable dilute phenotypic expression of the 
kernels. Five of the ears segregated variegated kernels indicating 
the presence of Feu. Furthermore, in the reciprocal crosses (W22 
r-g/r-g X full colored types) variably expressed dilutes but no 
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mottled or full colored kernels were observed. These results indicate 
that the fully pigmented kernels were genotypically r-cu/r-g and 
the full color expression is one extreme in the continuous range of 
expressiveness of the r-cu allele. 
Testcrosses of 29 other apparently full colored derivatives 
obtained with another _r tester (r/r_, wx/wx) showed that the behavior 
of r-cu was unchanged, producing a continuous range of phenotypes 
from near colorless to dark dilute and again what seem to be fully 
colored types. ^ 
The distribution of pigment in R-r, Dil kernels is different from 
that in r-cu kernels. The kernels of the dilute stock obtained from 
Dr. Sastry express the dilute pigmentation largely on the upper half 
whereas there is a tendency for the crown end of the kernels to be 
devoid of color with the r-cu allele. 
The similarities and differences between the spotted-dilute 
system and the Feu system can be summarized as follows: 
1) Aleurone color variegation in the spotted-dilute system 
results from the interaction of particular R alleles 
with the spotting factor Spf. In the Feu system, variega­
tion is produced by the effect of Feu upon the r-cu allele. 
2) The dilute phenotypic expression in the spotted-dilute 
system is conditioned by the association of potentially 
full colored R alleles and the Diluting factor Dil. In the 
Feu system the dilute expression is intimately associated 
with the r-cu allele. 
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3) Pigmentation in R-r, Dil kernels is distributed on the 
upper half of the kernels, whereas in kernels containing 
r-cu there is a tendency for the crown end to be devoid 
of color. 
4) Feu and Spf are functionally homologous since kernels 
containing R-r, Dil and Feu are variegated 
Relationship to Ac-R At least two doses of Ac-R are required 
for the expression of R aleurone color variegation. All the R alleles 
tested are unstable in the presence of Ac-R (McWhirter, 1969, 1971a). 
To test the effect of Ac-R on r-cu, colorless kernels were 
selected from a sample of kernels arising from the cross 
R-g (sc86)-17/r-r, Ac-r/+ x r-r/r-r (obtained from Dr. McWhirter). 
The resulting plants were pollinated by r-cu/r plants. Among 24 
crosses, none gave rise to variegated kernels. 
Approximately one-half of the plants from colorless kernels should 
contain Ac-R. There is a slight reduction in ovule transmission of 
Ac-R (McWhirter, 1971a), but it is unlikely that every one of the 24 
plants tested lacked Ac-R. Therefore, since r-cu was present in 
each one of the crosses, it is strongly suggestive in view of the 
complete absence of variegation, that Ac-R cannot replace Feu in 
inducing the aleurone color variegation associated with r-cu allele. 
Relationship to R-st and associated paramutagenicity R-st is 
an allele at the R locus that conditions a stippled phenotype consisting 
of colored sectors in a colorless background. The degree of stippling 
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depends on the presence or absence of a factor located 5.7 cross over 
units distal to R and designated M-st (Ashman, 1960). 
The coupling phase (R-st M-st) is referred to simply as R-st, 
where R-st (no M-st) is known as R-st(light). Kernels of genotype 
2 R-st/r-g/r-g have an average of 20.3 spots per 5 mm of endosperm 
area compared to 1.8 spots in R-st(light)/r-g/r-g kernels (Ashman, 
1960). 
In view of the relation of R-st(light) to a second factor (M-st), 
it is possible that Feu is able to substitute for M-st in inducing 
the expression of the R-st phenotype from an R-st(light) condition. 
This was investigated in the following manner. Plants of genotype 
R-st(light)/r were pollinated by plants of a family that was segre­
gating for Feu; the latter were tested on r-cu/r plants to determine 
the presence or absence of Feu. From a visual examination of the 
ears, it was evident that there was no difference in the degree of 
stippling between the crosses that contained Feu and those that did 
not. Consequently, Feu does not have M-st activity. 
R-st is a paramutagenic allele which induces a marked reduction in 
the pigmenting capacity of paramutable R alleles and is easily 
observed when R-st/R plants are crossed as males on testers. 
The question arises on the paramutagenicity of r-cu. Feu. To test 
this, plants of r-cu/r-r, Fcu/+ genotype were crossed by the 
pollen parent W22 R-r/R-r. Kernels were selected from this cross and 
the resulting plants tested on r-g/r-g female parents. The tested 
plants are of 4 different genotypes: R-r/r-cu, Fcu/+; R-r/r-cu, +/+: 
R-r/r-r, Fcu/+ and R-r/r-r, +/+. There was no evidence of a reduction 
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in. R-r pigmenting capacity from any of the crosses, which indicates 
that r-cu and Feu are not paramutagenic. 
The possibility that r-cu is paramutable was not investigated. 
(Paramutability refers to the reduction in R pigmenting capacity 
observed when plants heterozygous for R-st and particular R alleles 
are tested on £/r^ female plants.) Nevertheless, there is some 
precedence that makes this unlikely. Van der Walt and Brink (1969) 
observed that the R alleles which condition a mottled phenotype in 
kernels of r^/WR constitution, usually are paramutable. The r-cu 
allele is non-mottled when in a single dose (r/r/r-cu) but shows a 
variable dilute pigmentation. 
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DISCUSSION 
The Feu Controlling Element System 
The regulation of gene expression by controlling elements was 
initially described by McClintock (1950a, 1951), following experiments 
with a duplicate chromosome 9 segment that generated bridge-breakage-
fusion cycles. In her initial studies, she established the basis 
of the Ac-Ds system. One of the first unstable alleles of this 
system was the c-m-1 allele. It originated, according to McClintock, 
by the transposition of Ds from its standard position, proximal to 
wx on the short arm of chromosome 9, to the C^ locus, resulting in 
the suppression of gene activity. In the absence of A£_, gene activity 
was completely suppressed giving a colorless phenotype. When c-m-1 
and Ac were both present, colored spots appeared on a colorless back­
ground, and this represented mutations from c^ (no activity) to C 
(full activity). The mutational events resulted from the Ac-mediated 
removal of Ds which allowed the expression of the previously suppressed 
C^ allele. The restored activity at the C^ locus was permanent and 
its subsequent behavior was very frequently the same as that before 
Ds activity appeared at the locus. This notion of mutation contrasted 
with previously held concepts of gene mutations resulting from 
alterations in the contents of the genetic unit. 
Other controlling element systems in maize have been described, 
such as the a-dt, Dt (Rhoades, 1936, 1938, 1945) and I-En(Spm) 
(Peterson, 1960, 1951, 1970a). The general model in the interpretation 
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of controlling element systems includes a receptor element Csuch as 
dt, Ds or !_) that is inserted at a locus and alters the expression 
of the gene, either completely suppressing its activity or partially 
impairing its expression. Under these conditions, the expression of 
the gene is stable; however, in the presence of the regulatory element 
(such as D^, ^  or En), the receptor element is transposed, changed 
or inactivated and the gene may be released from control by the 
system, leading to the expression of instability of the gene under 
study. 
The aleurone color variegation of the Cuna tribal maize popula­
tion arises from a similar type of interaction. The variegation 
results from the interaction of r-cu, a specific _r allele, and a 
factor designated Feu. With r-cu alone (r-cu/r-g/r-g, no Feu), the 
phenotype of the aleurone tissue varies among the kernels from color­
less to full colored, but is uniform within a kernel. This character­
istic indeterminacy of r-eu pigmentation is referred to as variable 
dilute expression. In the presence of both r-cu and Feu, full-colored 
sectors are produced. The full-colored sectors are of variable size 
and shape, with well defined margins, but are produced on a variable 
dilute pigmented background. Clearly, Feu does not alter the potential 
r-cu pigmentation level. 
The specificity between r-cu and Feu in the expression of variega­
tion, represents an interaction that is similar to the activities of 
controlling element systems, in which the receptor element of a 
system is responsive only to the regulatory element of that same system. 
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Using controlling element systems as a model, the receptor element 
at r-cu, the unit responsible for the responsiveness to Feu, is 
designated Icu. The constitution, therefore, of r-cu, is an R 
allele in cis condition with Icu (r-cu = R-Icu). Feu is, then, the 
regulatory element of the system, and the distinctly outlined colored 
sectors (variegation) are interpreted to result from the Feu-induced 
transposition or removal of Icu, which changes r-cu (R-Icu) to R at 
different times and frequencies. 
Based on the above interpretation, germinal R derivatives 
conditioning a stable full-color pigmentation may be expected to 
appear among the progeny of testcrosses of the appropriate genotype. 
Accordingly, 41 full color derivatives were tested as possible changes 
to R, but in every ease they were confirmed not to be R, but the 
allele r-cu, indicating that the 41 full-color selections represented 
one extreme in the potential pigmenting capacity of the r-cu allele. 
Two reasons could be given for the apparent failure to recover R 
derivatives from r-eu. First, the frequency of such expected R types 
may be very low, so that large scale testing may be required in view 
of the potential full-color expression of r-cu. Secondly, Feu 
activity may be limited to the developing endosperm and not expressed 
in other plant parts. 
The first alternative does not seem likely in view of adequate 
sampling that did not uncover R types. However, there is some 
support for the second alternative; Feu activity, that of inducing 
mutability of r-cu, may be restricted to the endosperm. Support for 
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this restricted role of Feu comes from observations of the expression 
of r-cu in other plant parts. 
It has long been recognized that the R locus activity is 
necessary for the expression of color pigmentation in the aleurone 
as well as in the anthers (Emerson, et al., 1935). It was observed 
that anthers from plants of genotype r-cu/r-g, Fcu/+ and r-cu/r-g, +/+ 
expressed the same variable dilute pigmentation that occurs in the 
aleurone. This is in contrast to the complete absence of pigmentation 
in anthers of r-g/r-g plants and the uniformly deep coloration of 
anthers from R-r/R-r plants. Further, no difference could be observed 
between the r-cu/r-g plants irrespective of the presence of Feu. There 
was absolutely no variegation in the anthers of these plants, irrespec­
tive of the expression of Feu activity in the endosperm. 
The parallelism in the level of expression of r-cu pigmentation 
in anthers and aleurone, suggests that the pigmentation in both 
tissues is controlled by the same genetic unit, namely the ^  component 
(Stadler and Nuffer, 1953) of the R locus. The complete absence of 
variegation in anther tissue can be interpreted as the limitation of 
Fcu activity to the endosperm. There is evidence for the limitation 
of gene expression to the endosperm. Akatsuka and Nelson (1966) 
demonstrated that activity of the endosperm ADP-gluçose-starch 
glucosyl transferase could not be detected in the embryo, and conversely, 
the glucosyl transferase of ùhe embryo was not active in the endosperm. 
Furthermore, the regulatory elements of the extensively studied con­
trolling element systems are not always active; such is the case 
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with the phase changes in activity described by McClintock (1964, 
1965a) for Ac, Peterson (1966) for ^  and Doerschug (1973) for Dt, 
Variable dilute expression of r-cu 
The variable dilute pigmentation of the r-cu allele that ranges 
from near colorless to near colored, prompted a study of the heri-
tability of given levels of r-cu pigmentation. For characters in 
general, it is expected that the performance of the progeny is 
correlated with that of the parent, especially when the presence or 
absence of the character is dependent on the presence or absence of 
an allele at a locus- Such is not the case with the r-cu allele, 
where the progeny phenotype does not agree with the parental phenotype. 
When three classes of kernels (light-, intermediate- and dark-
dilute) representing the parental genotype r-cu/r-g which differed 
significantly in the degree of pigmentation (Table 7) were grown and 
the plants testcrossed reciprocally with W22 r-g/r-g, there was no 
difference among the progeny mean coloration scores (Table 9). [In 
one case (Table 10), there was a reversal in degree of pigmentation 
between parent and offspring]. This indicates that a given level of 
r-cu pigmentation is not heritable. Furthermore, throughout this 
study, when variegated kernels were selected for testing, only those 
that had colored sectors on a completely colorless background were 
picked. Despite such strong selection, the testcrossed progeny 
ears always segregated dilute kernels whether the pollen parent 
was £/_r, wx/wx or W22 r-g/r-g. These observations definitely establish 
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that the variability among individual kernels in r-cu pigmentation 
levels is not the result of modifiers, but rather, is an intrinsic 
property of the r-cu allele. 
The variable dilute expression of r-cu is observed among kernels; 
in a given kernel, the intensity of the pigmentation is uniform. 
Kernels classified as light dilute are very weakly pigmented and have 
no areas of strong coloration. Those classified as dark dilute are 
more intensely pigmented and are devoid of. faintly pigmented areas, 
except towards the boundary with the colorless area at the crown 
end of the kernels. There is no evidence of the effect of kernel 
position on the ear with respect to the level of r-cu pigmentation, 
nor is there any evidence of ear sectoring, such as patches of 
differential coloration. These observations indicate that r-cu has 
the potential to express a degree of pigmentation ranging from com­
pletely colorless to full colored. The level of r-cu pigmentâting 
capacity, however, is set at some point in the period between mega-
sporogenesis and fertilization of the polar nuclei. Once a given 
r-cu pigmentation level is established, it is not altered throughout 
the development of the kernel. 
There is some precedence in controlling element systems for the 
predetermination of setting of gene activity. McClintock (1954, 
1965a, 1967) examined the states of the a-m-2 allele (Spm responsive) 
that show variegated kernels, yet do not contain Spm. However, she 
showed that this Spm-less variegation only appears when Spm is present 
in the parent plant from which those kernels were isolated. Without 
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the Spm in the parent, the testcrossed progeny kernels would all 
be colorless (a-m-2 with no Spm). This expression of a variegated 
phenotype in kernels without Spm, was designated by McClintock as 
"presetting". In the case of r-cu. Feu does not preset the level of 
pigmentation, because kernels produced on plants that have no Feu 
express a dilute phenotype which is as variable as in those from 
plants that contain Feu. 
Dosage of Feu and degree of variegation 
The degree of variegation arising from the interaction of r-cu 
and Feu was shown (Table 13) to depend exclusively on the dose of 
Feu. The level of variegation in kernels with 2 doses of Feu is 
significantly greater than in kernels with 1 dose, and there is no 
detectable effect due to differences in the number of r-cu alleles. 
Kernels with 2 Feu elements generally have sectors which are larger 
and more frequent than in those with 1 Feu. This is in contrast 
to the Ac-Ds system where McClintock (1950, 1951) reported a lowered 
mutability of the ^  responsive alleles with an increase in the dose 
of Ac. With the variegated pericarp allele (P-w), the increased 
number of Mp(Ac) elements causes a light phenotype which is an 
expression of fewer and later pericarp stripes (Brink and Nilan, 1952). 
With the a-dt, Dt system, mutability is increased when either the 
number of a-dt alleles or the dose of Dt is increased (Rhoades, 1936, 
1941; Nuffer, 1961). 
The increase in variegation with 2 Feu as compared to 1 Feu 
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Indicates more mutation events are taking place. According to the 
model, more Feu signals are produced with increasing dosage. It 
might be expected that for a given dose of Feu, 2 doses of r-cu 
would give greater variegation that 1 r-cu dose because there are 
more target sites for the Feu signals. In this study, however, the 
r-cu dosage level had no detectable effect on the degree of variega­
tion. Two hypotheses could be considered for this lack of r-cu 
effect: 1) at any given time In endosperm development only one of 
the r-cu alleles is receptive to Feu signals; 2) the scoring procedure 
used may not be sensitive enough to detect differences due to r-cu 
dosage level. 
The first hypothesis seems unlikely because it was shown (Table 
11) that kernels with 2 r-cu alleles are more pigmented than kernels 
with 1 r-cu. This indicates that both r-cu alleles are active in 
pigment synthesis, but yet according to the first hypothesis, only 
1 Icu would be receptive to Feu. In order to accomodate this 
modification of the first alternative, one would have to postulate 
a mechanism where both r-cu alleles would be active in pigment 
synthesis, but only one of the alleles would have an Icu receptor 
element that is responsive to Feu. 
The second hypothesis, that the scoring procedure was not sensitive 
enough to detect differences, due to r-cu dosage, is very plausible. 
When r-cu and Feu are transferred to the W22 inbred line, there is a 
decrease in the coarseness of the variegation as compared to the 
pattern of the original Cima tribal maize line. The scoring procedure 
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for degree of variegation was based on a visual estimation of the 
area of the kernel opposite the scutellum that was covered by colored 
sectors. With this procedure it is difficult to detect small dif­
ferences in degree of variegation, especially when the sectors are 
small. 
R-mo(cu) a new allele responsive to Feu 
The R-mo(cu) allele conditions a characteristic mottled pheno-
type whether it is inherited maternally or paternally. The control 
of this mottled expression is unlike that conditioned by the standard 
R alleles which give a mottled phenotype when in single dose (£/£/R), 
but result in full coloration in two doses (R/R/r). Though the mottled 
phenotype has long been considered a dosage effect, it has now been 
demonstrated by Kermicle (1970, ca. 1976) that it is the parental inheri­
tance of R that results in a mottled phenotype. Kermicle considered 
the male transmitted R allele to be partially derepressed, while full 
derepression of R pigmentation occurs when R is inherited maternally. 
Brink et al., (1970) demonstrated that derepression occurs during 
the period before fertilization of the polar nuclei and was restricted 
to the endosperm. 
A possible explanation for the mottling behavior of the R-mo (cu) 
allele can be postulated when consideration is given for the factor 
designated mdr"^, that is required for the maternal derepression of R 
(Kermicle, ca. 1975). With the standard R allele, a mottled phenotype 
is produced in the absence of mdr"^, regardless of the paternal or 
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maternal inheritance of the R allele. In the presence of mdr , a 
full colored phenotype is produced when R is inherited maternally. 
In applying the mdr"*" factor to an explanation of the R-mo (cu) expres­
sion, it should be recalled that R-mo(cu) is responsive to Feu 
(Table 17) and thus must contain a receptor element that was designated 
Icu. It is hypothesized that the R-mo(cu) mottled phenotype arose by 
the insertion of Icu at the standard R allele, and changed a full 
color expression (R allele) to a mottled phenotype, R-mo(cu). 
The probable site of insertion can be postulated based on the mdr"*" 
effect. Because mdr"*" is needed for maternal derepression of R, it 
can be postulated that there is a receptor site at R which receives a 
signal from mdr"*" and results in derepression of R pigmentation. It 
is further hypothesized that in the R-mo(cu) allele, Icu is inserted 
at the receptor site and interferes with mdr"*" signals, thus preventing 
the maternal derepression of R. 
Relationship of the Feu System to Other Systems 
The establishment of controlling element systems depends on very 
specific interactions. In each case a receptor element of a system 
is responsive only to the regulatory element of that system. Peterson 
(1970a) demonstrated that when ^  transposed from an autonomous 
mutable allele, it may leave a residue ^  behind which responds specifi­
cally to jto, the element previously present at the locus. It was 
hypothesized that a regulatory element alone can be the source of 
a receptor and a regulatory element, and thus account for the specific 
interaction of the elements of a system. 
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The establishment of different controlling element systems 
depends on whether a receptive allele of a system is mutable in the 
presence of a regulatory element. For example, à-dt is mutable in 
the presence of Dt but completely stable in the presence of En; thus, 
a-dt and Dt are part of the same system, whereas ^  is a member of a 
different system. Therefore, if Feu does not trigger mutability of 
receptive alleles of known controlling element systems, or the 
regulatory elements of these systems do not make r-cu mutable, r-cu 
and Feu must be members of a different system. The results of this 
study have shown that Feu is different from Dt (Rhoades, 1938), Ac 
(McClintock, 1951), ^  (Peterson, 1960) and Ac-R (McWhirter, 1969). 
Tests conducted with the spotted dilute (R-sd) system (Sastry 
and Kurmi, 1970; Singh et al., 1975) were not so definitive. Here, 
Feu induced mutability of the receptive R-r Dil isolates from R-sd 
(Table 26), but no mutability was observed when Spf, the regulatory 
element of the spotted dilute system, was tested with r-cu (Table 27). 
This was unexpected. Because Feu induced mutability of R-r Dil, it 
was expected that Spf should Induce mutability of r-cu. Four reasons 
could be given to explain the apparent discrepancy between the observed 
and the expected results: 1) Icu, the receptor element that responds 
to Feu, is not responsive to Spf, 2) Spf is not transmitted through 
the male (the Spf containing parent was used as male in the tests with 
r-cu), 3) at least two doses of Spf are required to induce mutability 
of r-cu, and 4) an Spf factor may be closely linked to Feu so that 
variegation arising from the combination R-r Dil, Feu might not be due 
to Feu, but rather, to the linked Spf factor. 
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The second hypothesis is unlikely because according to Sastry 
(University of Leeds, Leeds, England, personal communication), Spf is 
normally transmitted through the male. In this study, the same stocks 
that Sastry used in his tests have been utilized. The third hypothesis 
is also unlikely because one dose of Spf is sufficient to induce 
mutability of R-r Dil; whether this also applies to the combination r-cu 
and Spf remains to be determined. 
Sastry and Kurmi (1970) and Sastry (University of Leeds, Leeds, 
England, personal communication) reported that Spf is functionally 
homologous to Spm(En); however, Singh et al., (1975) reported that Spf 
is different from Spm. Data is unavailable on their studies and thus a 
critical evaluation of their claims cannot be made. In this study, it 
has been conclusively demonstrated that Feu is not the same as Spm; 
therefore, whether Feu and Spf are functionally homologous, cannot be 
definitely determined at this point. 
The spotted dilute system is certainly different from the Feu 
system in one respect. In the absence of both Dil and Spf, R-r 
derivatives from R-sd are fully pigmented and lose their receptivity 
to both factors, r-eu, either with or without Feu, retains the 
potential to express a full colored phenotype, which is not the 
result of a change from r-eu to R, but represents one extreme in the 
variable dilute pigmenting potential of r-eu. 
It has been conclusively shown that Feu is different from the 
three well known and widely recognized controlling element systems, 
namely, Dt» En(Spm) and Therefore, Feu constitutes the fourth 
/ 
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controlling element system in maize. The precise relation to other 
systems that have received exploratory attention, remains to be 
verified. 
The identification of the Feu system in the Cuna tribal maize 
population is indicative of the prevalence of controlling element 
systems in natural populations of maize. In addition to Feu, the 
Cuna tribal maize population contains Dt and En, though the particular 
En element as originally isolated, had very weak suppressor and mutator 
activity that in three different instances became fully active. There 
is additional evidence for the presence of controlling elements in 
natural maize populations^ The ^  element initially identified by 
Rhoades (1936) originated in a Black Mexican sweet com line. Nuffer 
(1955) detected the presence of in two maize populations, one from 
Brazil and the other from Peru. Gonella and Peterson (1975) identified 
En among five populations from Mexico and Colombia. It is veiry possible 
that controlling elements escape detection because the assorted states 
of these elements may be very weak. This is illustrated in this study 
where the ^  initially isolated from the Cuna tribal maize population 
had very weak activity and only by careful observation will the presence 
of controlling elements be detected. 
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SUMMARY 
The genetic control of aleurone color variegation of a native 
maize population grown by the Cuna Indians from the Northwestern 
part of Colombia is described. 
The variegation results from the interaction of an allele at 
the r_ locus (chromosome 10) designated r-cu and an independently 
segregating factor. Feu. Based on the current interpretation of 
controlling element system activity, r-cu is postulated to consist 
of an R allele in cis condition with a receptor element designated 
Icu; thus, the genotypic designation of r-cu is R-Icu• Icu and Feu 
are the receptor and regulatory elements, respectively, of what is 
described in this dissertation as the Feu controlling element system. 
The aleurone phenotype of the r-cu allele, in the absence of Feu, 
is variable among kernels ranging from completely colorless, through 
a series of dilutes, to full-colored. This indeterminate pigmenting 
behavior of r-cu has been referred to as the variable dilute expres­
sion of r-cu. In the presence of both r-cu and Feu, full colored 
sectors with distinctly outlined margins (variegation) are produced 
on a variable dilute background- According to the proposed model, 
the full color sectors result from the Feu induced transposition of 
Icu from R-Icu thus allowing the expression of the associated R 
allele. 
The various levels of r-cu pigmentation are expressed among kernels. 
In any given kernel, the level of pigmentation is uniform. Light-
dilute kernels are very faintly pigmented and are devoid of areas of 
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intense pigmentation, whereas the dark dilute kernels are uniformly 
intensely pigmented. Also, there are no sectors in the ear expressing 
different levels of dilute pigmentation. Because of this absence 
of ear sectoring and the uniform level of pigmentation in a given 
kernel, it is hypothesized that the level of r-cu pigmenting 
capacity is "set" during the period between megasporogenesis and 
fertilization of the polar nuclei. How the setting is established 
is not known; however, Feu is not implicated in the determined level 
of pigmentation. 
Dosage differences in degree of variegation observed following 
reciprocal testcrossing and selfing of plants of genotype r-cu/r, 
Fcu/+» were investigated. Kernels with 2 r-cu and 2 Feu have the 
same degree of variegation as kernels with 1 r-cu and 2 Feu; however, 
these are significantly more variegated than those with either 1 
r-cu and 1 Feu or 2 r-cu and 1 Feu. The latter two types do not 
differ from each other. Therefore, differences in degree of variega­
tion are exclusively due to differences in the dosage level of Feu. 
During the course of the investigation, a new R allele designated 
R-mo(eu) was uncovered. This allele conditions a mottled phenotype 
whether the allele is transmitted paternally or maternally, and arose 
de novo in a plant of r-cu/R constitution. Progeny tests showed that 
the r-cu allele was unchanged, which indicates that R-mo(eu) must 
have arisen from the R allele. The change from R to R-mo (cu) is 
hypothesized to result from the insertion of Icu at the R locus, 
because like r-cu, R-mo(cu) responds to Feu producing a variegated 
phenotype. 
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The site of insertion of Icu in the R-mo(cu) allele is probably 
the receptor site for mdr"^. mdr"^ is a factor needed for the maternal 
derepression of R pigmentation which does not occur with the R-mo (cu) 
allele. It is hypothesized that Icu is inserted at the receptor site 
and thus interferes with the derepressing signals from mdr^. 
The Feu controlling element system was tested with components 
of other known systems. Feu was found to be different from Dt, 
En(Spm) and Ac-R, but induced mutability of R Dil derivatives from 
the spotted dilute (R-sd) system. However, Spf, the regulatory 
element of this system, did not induce instability of the r-cu allele. 
The control of the dilute phenotype in the spotted dilute system 
depends on the presence of an R allele and the independently segrega­
ting factor, Dil, whereas in the Feu system, the dilute phenotype 
is an intrinsic property of the r-cu allele. 
Feu cannot substitute for M-st in increasing the mutability of 
R-st (light), nor is Feu or the combination r-cu. Feu paramutagenie. 
The Cuna tribal maize population was found to contain and En. 
The particular ^  element, as initially isolated, has very weak 
suppressing and mutating activity, but changed to a fully active phase 
in three separate instances. 
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